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NOTE FROM THE COMPILER

Dr. S.G. Samaraninghe, Director of Hector Kobbekaduwa Agrarian Research & Training Institute on a suggestion by the Minister of Agriculture and Lands, Hon. D.M. Jayaratne, to establish a Museum to display the Traditional Agriculture of Sri Lanka in commemoration of the 50th Anniversary of Independence invited me to help in the planning and arrangement of the said Museum. The idea itself is a noble one which deserves the appreciation of every true patriotic citizen since this is something that should have been established fifty years ago, soon after we achieved political freedom. Had we been fortunate to have had one at that time we would by now have been freed from most of the socio-economic problems too. Therefore with grateful feelings I accepted the challenge and helped Dr. Samaraninghe to accomplish the objective.

In designing the Museum I took up the view that mere misplay of artifacts would not help to achieve the desired ends. At a time when people have been compelled to forget about their own heritage and ape all that is foreign and western, the people in general and the younger generation in particular have to be guided properly to appreciate their past achievements and encourage to get inspired and learn from the traditional wisdom to plan for a better and sustainable future. Entire planning of the Museum and other related activities had this objective as it's ideology and guiding principle. That, no doubt, is the wish of the Hon Minister as well as the wish of the members of the Museum Committee.

Therefore the display arrangement of the Museum was designed in such a way that the wisdom of our forefathers would be highlighted to throw light for the future generation to get a glimpse of the appropriate technology invented by them. But mere display of objects would not achieve the objectives.

Therefore action was taken to provide as much as possible reading material to those who would be inspired to know more about our traditional agricultural technology and the wisdom behind it. A series of six
publications was designed and accomplished and "The Traditional Agriculture of Sri Lanka (a collection of articles)" is one of them.

This is a collection of already published articles by eminent scholars on the subject. Yet the compilation was no easy task since they had to be collected from here and there. In this difficult task Mr. K.A.S.Dayananda, Head, Publication Unit of the HARTI contributed much and he deserves all the credit for doing a great job. He was ably assisted by Miss Srima Katugampola, Asst. Librarian, of the HARTI, who spared no time in locating and collecting them in a short period of time. Mr. Palitha Gunaratne has done a commendable job in preparing the type settings. The services rendered by the Librarian of the Royal Asiatic Society of Ceylon and the acting Librarian of the Colombo National Museum, Mr. Darwin Ananda, also deserve our gratitude since but for their help we would not have been able to publish this valuable collection. Mr.K.D.Siriwardena and his staff of the Printing Section worked tirelessly and deserve a big bouquet for the excellent work done during short notice.

The authors of these articles who are all no more with us are remembered with gratitude for having left behind for us a glimpse about our own heritage. Dr. S.G.Samarasinghe has to be commended not only for the guidance and inspiration provided. An eminent scholar and writer of Dr. Samarasinghe’s caliber lost no time in appreciating the need for such publications and promptly approved the entire project of publishing these six valuable publications. All these accomplishments are due entirely to the wisdom of the Minister of Agriculture and Lands Hon. D.M.Jayaratne and hence our kind gratitude to him.

Pandula Endagama
Compiler/Project Consultant.
Foreword

The Ministry of Agriculture and Lands has established an Agricultural Museum in Gannoruwa, Kandy as a part of its activities in commemorating the Golden Jubilee Independence Celebrations. The task of coordinating, collection of articles of agricultural interest and the establishment of the museum was assigned to the Hector Kobbekaduwa Agrarian Research and Training Institute. I appreciate very much the assistance and the cooperation extended by all the departments, corporations, companies and the statutory boards under the purview of the Ministry who helped us both financially and providing physical and human resources.

The Hon. Minister appointed a Committee to plan and implement the Museum Project. I submitted to the Committee recommending to enlist the support and the consultancy of Mr. Pandula Endagama former Anthropologist of the Department of National Museums who obviously has a sound background and knowledge of the traditional agriculture and the folklorist perspectives in the agricultural museum concept.

The intensive cultivation and the participatory approach now dealt with in much verbosity by many some of whom I doubt has ever seen a traditional Govi Gedara (farmers cottage) are not new concepts to our traditional farmers. The Gevatta (home garden) now demonstrated in the Gannoruwa Museum premises is what the ancient farmer practised towards achieving self-sufficiency.

Mr. Endagama and I thought it is befitting on this occasion if we were to publish a collection of articles pertaining to traditional agriculture and folklore published in English. This exercise would undoubtedly be a stimulus for researchers. I am aware that this certainly is not a complete document, but I am happy that we have made a beginning. I appreciate very much the effort and the dedication extended to us by Mr. K.A.S Dayananda, Miss Srima Katugampola, Mr. K. D. Siriwardena and his staff and Mr. Palitha Gunaratne who typeset the document.

Dr S G Samaratunge
DIRECTOR.
Hector Kobbekaduwa Agrarian Research and Training Institute
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As considerable attention has been recently directed to paddi cultivation, I propose to give a brief description of the customs and ceremonies used in the Kegalla district, which may be interesting for comparison with those of other districts.

As agriculture forms the chief employment and even amusement of the villagers, we may expect to find it treated as a very serious matter, and one involving much superstition.

The yaksayo or evil spirits are supposed to be not only malicious but even covetous, and, therefore, the grain must be protected from harm whilst growing, and secured from theft by them when matured.

I shall give some account of the ceremonies connected with each stage of the growing and thrashing so far as I have been able to procure information from intelligent headmen and the kachchéri records.

The most important persons in the village to whom the cultivators look are the astrologer (neket rala) and kapurala, who is the lay-priest of a Dewale. When a cultivator intends to begin his work he has first of all to discover a lucky hour for doing so, and he goes with a gift of forty betel leaves and a fanam to the astrologer who then fixes an auspicious time.

The channels for irrigation and jungle overhanging the field having been cleared and cut away buffalos with clappers of bamboo (sokada) tied round their necks are tethered for the next day's work, which is the first plough-
ing (binnegama). The dams are then cut and water is introduced through the openings (wakkađawal), and the ground is left to soak for 18 days when the second ploughing (dehiya) takes place. The dams are then repaired and sloped with mud, and the seed paddi is prepared in the following way. The seed is placed in a copper or earthen vessel, and kept for 60 peyas in the water (about 20 hours), and is then spread on the ground, and haberala leaves are placed under and over it and weights are placed above.

The germinated seeds are then carefully separated (yaŋkaranañawa) sprinkled with water, and sown in about ten days. Meantime the astrologer (neket ralā) is consulted for a lucky day and hour in which to sow, and on its being fixed a little seed-paddi with a saffron and ginger plant and a cocoanut flower are placed on a mud-ball on a dam to appease the tutelary deity. Then the third ploughing (ṣudduma or wakhiya) takes place. The last named ceremony is called bittara wadanawa. The mud is now levelled with a large board (poruwa) dragged on its edge by buffalos, and by smaller boards (atporu) worked by men. When the mud is as level as glass and about two feet deep, the germinated seed is scattered over it. Ten days afterwards water is admitted to a certain height (isnambandinawa). If watered sooner the seeds are liable to be eaten and destroyed by the crabs (kakkuṭto) which inhabit the dams. Creepers of a poisonous plant (niyagalā) are sometimes put in the water to kill the insects which prey on the roots. Ashes and sand, charmed in secret, are also thrown into the field to kill these insects (gōpannuwō).

One or two months now elapse, and the women's work of weeding, thinning and transplanting comes on, and they beguile the labour by a pleasantly sounding but monotonous chant.

Before the blossom has set if the crop appears likely to be a very good one, it must be protected from the evil eye.
and evil mouth (eswaha kaṭawaha). To ensure this a ceremony (called garayakuo natanawā) is performed. The devil-dancer goes at night to the field where a small platform has been erected for him, and dressed in all his hideous array and clashing his bangles dances on the platform before the admiring villagers who sit there all night with lights and burning gums, the smell of which are supposed to be peculiarly grateful to the yaksayo.

When the blossom has well set many ceremonies are used to prevent the attacks of flies and insects. Seven kinds of charms are used by the kapurala who specially invoked the aid of Abimāna Dewatāwa “the Lord of Flies.” He is said to have been the Triptolemus of Ceylon and reigned under the name Upatissanam Amáptaya, and after teaching agriculture in the next stage of existence became Abimāna Dewatāwa. Offerings are made to him and to Kohomba Yakūṇ. Four posts are erected in the field and a kind of basket ornamented with flowers, ironwood twigs, &c., is set up. Three measures (lahas) and three handfuls of rice are pounded, and cakes cooked with curry, and new oil are prepared. It is essential that these things should be untasted by anyone. They are tied in a bundle covered with a red cloth and carried on a pole between two men round the field. The Kapurala follows beating a kind of bason (taliya) and blowing a chank shell (hakgediya). The offering is then placed on the platform in the receptacle (messa) and is eaten by the Kapurala and his two assistants.

If all these charms are unsuccessful the Kapurala and astrologer save their credit by informing the villagers that the failure is not owing to weakness in the incantation but to the sins committed by the cultivators in a former state of existence (jāti kerapu paw), which have angered the Gods. We will, however, assume that the Kapurala has been successful, and that the crop duly ripens, and is fit for reaping.
A lucky hour is selected as before and the reapers bathe, put on clean cloths, eat milk-rice, and at the appointed hour one goes and bows down nine times to the ears of corn, cuts a handful and selects three ears which are wrapped in three bo or Kaduru leaves and are carried on his head to the (kamata) threshing floor. If the ceremonies succeeding are not most carefully observed, all the labour will be fruitless as the yaksayo will carry off the grain and spirit it away! A hole is dug in the threshing floor and the three ears all buried in it and a peculiar round stone (aruk gala) is placed over them. The crop is then reaped with joyous shouts and stacked on the dams of the field. A seer of well cleaned ashes is brought to the threshing floor and curious figures are drawn with ashes on the ground. I annex a diagram (No. I.) shewing these figures. (Aiukanwadanawá.) Then a shell, a king cocoanut, a small bunch of ripe arecanuts, a piece of iron, a piece of margosa wood plant with charms drawn on it, a leaf of tolabo and of hiressa, and a handful of grain are placed on the round stone. Women then carry in three sheaves and after laying them down all the other sheaves are brought in.

These charms are designed to prevent the grain being stolen by the yaksayo and if duly performed will cause even increase of yield in threshing. But the most potent charm of all is that of the fortunate possessor of a jackal's horn! (narianga). The lucky finder of this rare appendage (said to be only half an inch long) can procure a hundred fold or more above what he has actually reaped if he buries the horn in the threshing floor and if he carries it about with him it acts like Fortune's cap and he succeeds in all his cases in Court and in all his projects!

When the paddi is winnowed (bêtapahinawa) a line is drawn with ashes and a twisted straw rope round the heap of paddi. When the threshed grain has been winnowed the owner proceeds to measure it (yallanawá) after bowing
down nine times. One measure (laha) called the akyala is
given to the kapurala in the names of Pattini and Kataragam
Deviyo and Kohomba Yakun, and small quantities are given
to the village washer-man, blacksmith, potter and astrologer
or tom-tom beater. Then at a lucky hour the grain is
removed to the granary (bissa).

The last ceremony performed is call the Alutbatmanga-
laya, or “new rice festival,” a kind of “harvest home.”
Before any of the new rice is used, a little paddi is pounded
by the women, cooked, and then carried as an offering in
the name of Buddha to the Vihâré.

I have omitted to mention one of the most curious of
the customs observed at the harvesting and threshing-floor.
It is considered desirable that the yaksayo should be kept
as much as possible in ignorance of what is going on
and that no opportunity should be given them of taking
advantage of what someone may have said. Consequently
they will not “call a spade,—a spade,” but will call it
something else and a peculiar conventional and euphemistic
language is spoken. For instance they use the word
“bêta” for “wi” = paddi, for “kanawa” (to eat) they
say “bandinawa,” for “yanawa” (to go) they say “pura-
wanawa.” A man will not use the word “take” lest the
yak should consider it a permission and steal the paddi!
I annex a list (No. II.) of these conventional words given
to me by Ekneligoda Ratémahatmayá of Three Kôralés,
which will, I doubt not, be interesting. My limits and the
short time at my disposal at present do not permit me
more than briefly to describe these customs and I leave for
some other occasion the interesting questions of their origin
and connection with the folk lore of other peoples.

I hope the derivation of these words may be shown by
some competent person as in them traces of survival of
older religions and language may be found and these linger
longest in semi-religious rites as we see in many familiar
customs of the Teutons and Celts and in allusions which might be illustrated from the Georgics and song of the Frates Arvales in Italy. I think this idea that the evil spirit should not be allowed to hear or understand what is said is analogous to the belief among the Irish peasants that "the Devil does not understand Latin," and that it was on that account the service of the Roman Catholic Church is continued in that language! A statement which I have myself frequently heard in the west of Ireland.

The practice which obtains there of carrying fire round the fields on St. John's day—evidently a relic of fire-worship—is not uncommon here and is avowedly used for the protection of the crop against malicious faeries ("the good people") who correspond in many respects to our yaksayo.

R. W. IEVERS.
SINHALESE CUSTOMS AND CEREMONIES CONNECTED WITH PADDY CULTIVATION IN THE LOW-COUNTRY.

By H. C. P. Bell, Esq., C.C.S., Honorary Secretary.
(Read February 15, 1882.)

On nearly all that pertains to the general process of native tillage in this Island, the curious enquirer need but consult the quaint description given by Robert Knox in his "Historical Relation of Ceilon," or more recent writers, notably Pridham and Campbell,—who have, however, done little more than condense Knox's account.*

It is proposed here rather to follow out the particular branch of enquiry taken up by Mr. R. W. Ivers, C.C.S., in his interesting paper contributed to the Society's Journal for 1880, by dealing with the superstitious beliefs and practices which continue to this day—though, be it noted, with marked diminishing force—to centre round and form an integral part of the agricultural operations of the Sinhalese cultivator.

A record of these semi-religious rites and ceremonies is important, not merely for purposes of comparison with those found cropping up under one form or another all over the world, but as tending to bring out, more than ought else, the actual, if confused and undefined, religious ideas and aspirations of the unenlightened goyiya.

The faith of the Sinhalese is a strange mixture of demonolatry (including the worship of devils or Yakseyo and demi-gods or Déviyó) tempered more or less by Buddhism, but withal showing unmistakeable traces of that older "nature worship," which preceded both, and dates from the

childhood of the world. The power of sun, moon, and stars are invoked jointly with the dreaded spirits of evil—those "unknown gods," to whose baneful influence is attributed the many changes and chances incident to daily life—and the less malignant Devatávó, to appease whom resort is had alike to the priest of Buddha, the Kattádiýá, and the Kapurálá.

That the ignorant cultivators should themselves be unable to account for the performance of these ceremonies—the inheritance of ages—is not surprising; but, though they are slowly and surely dying out with the spread of knowledge, the majority of villagers in inland districts attribute the short crops of the past few years to their non-observance and the waning faith in their efficacy.*

In no other occupation are superstitious practices more rigorously observed than in agriculture. This is only natural, when the vital importance to the goyiýá of ensuring against precarious seasons and failure of crops is held in view.

**Preliminary Operations.**

From the first commencement of agricultural operations until the harvest is fitly closed by the feast of thanksgiving to the gods, every stage is made dependent on the occurrence of a "lucky hour," or, to speak more accurately, the position of planets and asterisms at specified moments.

At the outset the astrologer (neketrálá) is interviewed with the bulut-ata or usual fee of 40 betel leaves and a leaf of tobacco, and asked to name a suitable time to start work.†

* "And indeed it is sad to consider how this poor people are subjected to the devil; and they themselves acknowledge it their misery, saying their country is so full of devils and evil spirits that unless in this manner they should adore them, they would be destroyed by them. .......... If a stranger should dislike their way, reprove, or mock at them for their ignorance and folly, they would acknowledge the same, and laugh at the superstitions of their own devotion; but withal tell you that they are constrained to do what they do to keep themselves from the malice and mischief that the evil spirits would otherwise do them, with which, they say, their country swarms."—Knox, Ceilon, pp. 77, 83.

† Note 1.
At the appointed hour, on arriving at the ground, one of the cultivators, who has the credit of being fortunate, begins the work (puravādanavā) by clearing the boundaries of jungle with a bill-hook and mamotie (badawćiya gahanavā or dānavā); and at the second lucky hour he and his companions go to the field with the required number of buffaloes. These are yoked together and driven about the field for the purpose of trampling down and destroying weeds and grass, and puddling the soil. This is the first mudding (puran-mēdavuma): if the fields are dug up by men with udāli, the proper term is puran-kotanavā: if ākukan fallow land has to be broken up, oxen are used to plough it (binnegan-hiya).

The dams are then repaired and sloped with mud, openings for the water cut (vakkaḍāval kapanavā), and again closed at points of exit (vatura bándinavā), and the channels for irrigation (depa ela) cleared.

If at the expiration of five or six weeks from the time of the first ploughing the grass and weeds are not sufficiently decayed, the fields are muddied or ploughed a second time (de-mēdavuma; de-hiya) though with less regard to a lucky hour. In some Kēralēs a third ploughing (edduma) is found necessary.

In the low country the fields are usually swampy, necessitating considerable labour to drain. The day before the seed paddy is sown, a yotumāna* is erected on the boundary dam (cilla) at the lowest part of the field, where the water chiefly accumulates and can be readily bailed out into the channel intended to carry off the surplus. The bailing goes on throughout the night, the men whiling away the time by songs.†

---

* A yotumāna is generally constructed as follows:—Six bamboos are planted on the dam, three on either side and about two yards apart, so as to meet about 8 or 9 feet above, and form three crutches. Across these is laid an arecanut stem, and the whole structure made fast by two extra bamboos supporting the ends. To the arecanut cross-pole are then suspended as many yotu as may be needed for bailing. These yotu are elongated canoe-shaped scoops, about 6 feet long by 3 in girth, hollowed out of logs, one end of which is to serve for a handle.

† Note 2.
A few days prior to manuring, the fields are trampled by men to crush the larger clods (keta páganavá); after the bone manure has been sprinkled about, it is trodden into the mud (mada hakul gánavá), often by boys. The liadda (space within four dams) is then levelled and divided into small beds (pátti) by a mamoty.

Sowing.

When a favourable hour has been ascertained, as before, the cultivator, taking a handful of seed paddy, strews it over a corner of the liadda he has raised with mud, and in the centre of which he plants a habarala plant or an arecanut flower with as many nuts on it as possible.* The rest of the field is then sown with germinated paddy mixed with bone dust.† For some days after the seed has been sown, and until the paddy plants have attained a height of 3 to 4 inches, the field is bailed nearly dry of water every morning; subsequently a few inches of water are allowed to remain, the openings through the dam being stopped with mud.

To prevent the young plants suffering from the ravages of insect pests, such as getapánuvó, kokkannúvó, and godavellu, charmed sand or ashes are thrown over the field at different stages of the growth of the grain.

This ceremony is performed by a Kattádiráló at dusk. Taking the sand to the field and removing his waistcloth (which he wraps round his head), he proceeds to scatter the

* Note 3.
† Seed paddy is prepared in the following manner:—The paddy is put into an earthen or wooden vessel, full of water, and allowed to soak for 90 péyas (36 hours). It is then taken out, strained, and spread upon a mat covered with plantain and arecanut leaves. More leaves of the same plants and another mat are placed over the paddy and kept down by weights for 150 péyas (2½ days). The seeds which adhere together are finally separated from each other by gently rubbing between the palms.

Another way is to keep a bag of paddy in water for 90 péyas, after which it is taken out and covered with leaves of the burulla, habarala, and wereniya during the day, and put in water again at nights until the paddy germinates.—See, too, Knox, p. 10.
sand about the boundaries of the field: then, without a word to any one, or allowing so much as a quid of betel to pass his lips, he retires for the night to a deserted house; otherwise the charm will have no effect.

It is considered advisable to protect the paddy plant by the performance of a separate kema, or charm, as it attains each of its nine nodes (geta; puruka), or rises each internode (petta).*

When there is every prospect of a very good crop, a Gará-yakun ceremony is resorted to in the hope of warding off the baneful influence of evil-eye (es-vaha) and evil-tongue (hafa-vaha), as Mr. Ievers has noted in the Kegalla District.†

Reaping.

Similarly, when the crop is ready for the sickle, a lucky hour is named, and the cultivator, after bathing and putting on a clean cloth and eating hiribat,‡ enters the field, and at the set time cuts three handfuls of ripe ears. These are kept apart for Kataragama Déviyó on a tree, or post, close to the field, and at the close of the harvest used in the Déviyanné dánaya.§ Reaping is then commenced in earnest, men and women working jointly and “beguiling their labour” with cheering songs.‖ The unthreshed paddy is stacked in ricks or cocks (goyan-kola kēti) frequently encircled with young cocoanut leaves or jungle creepers, round, or within, the plot of ground reserved as the threshing-floor (hamuta; kalavita; pávara.)

Threshing.

Two or three days elapse before the important business of threshing begins.

* Note 4. † Journal C. A. S., 1880, pp. 47–8. ‡ Rice pudding made with cocoanut milk and a little salt in a shallow dish (vattiya) and cut or pressed into convenient pieces for eating. § “When ye be come into the land which I give unto you, and shall reap the harvest thereof, then ye shall bring a sheaf of the first fruits of your harvest unto the priest, and he shall wave the sheaf before the Lord to be accepted for you.”—Leviticus, xxiii., 10, 11. ‖ Note 2.
In the preparation of the *kamata*, scrupulous attention is paid to minute details, which vary considerably in different districts.*

In the Rayigam Kóralé, before the sheaves are removed from the ricks, five, seven, or nine large mats (*mágal*), about 4 feet 6 inches by 25 feet, are spread on the ground, and three concentric circles traced upon them with ashes (*alukan vadanavá*). Two straight lines bisect the circles at right angles, E. to W. and N. to S., and within each segment of the innermost circle are drawn representations of four agricultural implements, viz., *poruva* or scraper, *deți-goiya* or pitch-fork, *kulla* or winnowing basket, and a látá measure. [Diagram No. 1.] At the centre of the figure is placed the *mutta*. This consists of a large conch shell† (with seven points, whenever procurable), into which are stuffed a little gold (beads, &c.), silver, copper, brass, iron, ashes, cowdung, a jak flower (*waraká-mála*), and, if obtainable, a *gongokóre*—or clot of hair which certain bullocks are supposed to vomit—wrapped together in white rag. A smaller conch serves as stopper to keep all in; after which both shells are further covered with *tolábó* leaves, *kiressa*, and three sheaves (*uppidi*) of paddy, and tied into a bundle with *baravá-madu-vel* creeper.

At the lucky hour, a *goiyá*, reputed fortunate, placing a sheaf of corn on his head walks thrice solemnly round the *mutta*, bowing towards it each time at the four corners of the mats. Then, looking in the direction fixed by the astrologer with reference to the *nekata*, he deposits it upon the *mutta* and thrice salutes it with joined palms. After this, the corn is brought in by the rest and spread out on the mats, round and over the *mutta*, the ears pointing upwards. Six, or sometimes seven, bullocks yoked with ropes in two lots, are now driven over the corn round the *mutta*, until all is roughly trampled out.

A ceremony termed *ándu-karanavá* is next performed.

The chief *goiyá* on the *kumata* taking *deți-goiya* lays it

---

* Note 5.
† Conch shells may be commonly noticed on the necks of bullocks as talismans against the powers of evil.
across the back of his neck, with some straw hanging from its ends, and two other cultivators do the same with sticks. The leader then walks seven times round the corn whilst the bullocks are in motion, repeating this refrain (goyi-basa), the other two following him. At the completion of the seventh round, the three shout in chorus the last two words:—

Deti deti humana deti
Samanalin gena deti
Kos deti kosumba deti
Katupila geta demata nihada kobbé deti
Ran deti ridi deti
Eran detien eran ukulača kola sultañá puravati
Egal megal toda meragal malarundò malabodadò
paruwatadò malagiya mala denoge mala wassá.

Andu, Andu.

Deti, what deti?
Deti brought from Adam’s Peak,
Kos deti, kosumba deti,
Katupila, geta, demata, nihada,
Kobbé deti.
Gold deti, silver deti:
With these golden deti toss the corn and fill the golden centre.
O dead calf of the dead cow, are you sturdy as this rock, or that rock, or Meru rock, or like dead gold, a malabada (tree), or mountain?
Peace ! Peace !

In the Siyané Kóralé the procedure differs slightly. The súlan or trisúla is introduced more frequently into the diagram drawn on the kamata, and a hole (arukwála) dug at
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The cultivator at the fixed time looking towards the field from which the paddy was reaped, and reciting the Navagana-gathawa, walks with some corn on his head seven times round the arakvala, and, once more looking at the field places the corn into the hole. The whole of the corn is then put onto the kamata, and some six pairs of bullocks driven over it. Within a short time the corn on the borders of the threshing-floor is tossed onto the centre heap with the deti-goyiya, the bullocks made to trample it, and the straw (cata-kedu-meduvan) thrown outside the kamata.

Of the corn that remains unthreshed, two-thirds are separated and winnowed (halabanava) and again thrown under the bullocks' feet, and the resulting straw (maha meduvan) removed as before.

The rest of the corn is once more tossed about, winnowed and made into a heap, over which the bullocks are a third time driven, and the straw (goyikame-meduvan) finally cast aside.

The paddy is then collected (rahi-karanava) into the heap (ei-varuva) ready to be measured.

To return to the Kalutara District. At the conclusion to the andu-kerima ceremony- during which the bullock-drivers run the risk of getting a sound rap on the head with the deti-goyiya should they forgetfully shout to their animals (andaherati yanava)- the threshed corn is piled in heaps at the four corners of the mats, and the men begin to winnow (halabanava) the seed (beta) from the straw (meduvan). Every time the men stoop to remove the grain from the straw (meduvan-karanava) or to sweep the paddy towards the mutta (bolati-yanava) they bow in adoration of the corn heap in the centre.
When about three-fourths of the corn is reduced to grain, all the ears of corn, except those on the mutta, are taken off the heap, separated from the grains (scattered round), spread out, and threshed as before (vata-nelanava). After the grain has been threshed out of this, and the straw put aside, the bullocks are driven outside the kamata, and the heap of paddy (pávara) further freed from chaff with the hands (pávara-sudda-karanara). The ears of corn on the mutta are then removed, husked, and spread round it on the rest of the paddy; the bullocks being driven over it for the last time (palla-pellanam).  

Meanwhile a cultivator prepares the amáketé,* a whip of straw six inches long and of the thickness of the wrist, in which are enclosed a few seeds of paddy, some ashes, a scrap of the bullock horns, a hair or two from their foreheads and tails, a little dung of the two bullocks moving immediately round the mutta, a bit of the rope yoking them, and chips of the driver's rod, of the dėti-goyi and pórunu. After all the grain has been freed from straw, the chief goyiy steps into the centre of the paddy and stands on the mutta, whilst the others pile the paddy round him knee-deep, covering the heap with a mat, and hand up to him the amáketé. He changes it from one hand to the other round his legs, repeating each of the following lines three times, and at the end jumps down backwards:—

```
Amita'nimbidum
7'ttum: tin it naria rct
```

* Unknown in the Siyānē Kōralē. Grass sods turned up in ploughing are termed amákante.
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Ihala velé tibena betat.  
Pahala velé tibena betat  
Atu-koṭu-vala tibena betat  
Ēdu puruvan mé kamataṭa.

O sweet grain-cock! O tēmbili-hued oxen!  
Place creeper (yokes) on (their) heads.  
May the paddy in the upper fields—
  The paddy in the lower fields—
  The paddy in lofts and barns—
  Be drawn to fill this kamata,  
As high as Mecca's sacred foot,  
As high as Samanala's sacred foot!

Ashes are given him at once and with them he lays three lines, one above another, round the grain. Two other cultivators next join him in placing five or six empty bags a-piece, mouths in front, on their heads, and walk thrice round the paddy, bowing to it each time at the four corners of the mats. Two or three men then cautiously open just enough of the mat covering the paddy heap to allow of their hands being introduced, and briskly fill the bags which are handed to them from behind. Meanwhile the principal goiyiṭa remains kneeling on the opposite side with his fore-head resting on the grain, and repeats the Navagunā-gāthāna:—

Iti piso bhagavā arahaṇ sammā sambuddho vijjācharana sampanno sugato loka vidu anuttaro purusadhamma sārathi satthā deva manussānaṁ Buddhō bhagavāṭi.

Lo! that Blessed One is sanctified, is fully enlightened, endowed with knowledge and conduct, the Auspicious One, acquainted with the world, the unrivalled trainer of the human steer, the Instructor of gods and men, the Wise One, the Holy.

Silence is strictly enjoined throughout the performance of the amākṣeté ceremony until the paddy has been put into bags, all requirements being indicated by motions of head and hand.
Indeed, little licence is permitted inside the limits of the kamata from the commencement of threshing operations. It is unseemly to stand on one leg or to place the hand under the chin, whilst the presence of certain persons and articles of food is absolutely tabooed. Any one who may have eaten of meat or fish which is held unclean—names ending in ran are impure—is not admitted; nor are (unless after bathing and putting on clean clothes) persons who have attended a funeral or come from an "unclean house." After threshing has once commenced, women are prohibited from entering the threshing floor altogether.

The tabu extends even to the words employed at the threshing-floor. All terms conveying a negative or unlucky sense are discarded, and, a fortiori, the names of Yakseyo never breathed.

Mr. Jevers has already drawn attention to the strange conventionalism adopted by Sinhalese cultivators of substituting an odd shibboleth for the ordinary colloquial talk of everyday life.

This goyibasa or threshing-floor speech, as might be expected, varies in different localities. A comparative list is appended of some of the words in use in the Kegalla District, the Rayigam and Siyané Koralés of the Western Province, and a portion of the Galle District, which, however incomplete, may serve as a nucleus for further investigation into this branch of the subject.*

If threshing is done by men (minissunnen paganava) a katura is erected. This construction consists of four poles, placed so as to form two crutches, across which another pole (pavara-liya) is laid horizontally, chest high. Mats are spread underneath, and the corn from the heap gradually trodden out by men, who hold on to the cross pole from either side to make greater play with their feet.

When all the grain has been threshed, the mats are taken up and the bags covered with straw to protect them from rain. The paddy is winnowed (hulan-karanawa or gahana-nawá) finally a day or two days afterwards and dried for two or three days more as required.

* Note 7.
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MEASURING AND STORING.

Then follows the measuring of the paddy, which in some districts at least is carried out with equal superstitious scrupulousness of detail. A mat is first laid on the ground, and a large picked-bag of paddy (paturu malla) placed on it and covered with one end of the mat. The person about to measure the grain bows thrice to the bag, and thrice moves the lāha measure, bottom upwards, round his legs; then, pressing it between his body and the bag, he rapidly places the fingers of one hand over those of the other upon the bottom of the measure three times, and turns it again round the legs thrice every third time the hands are shifted.* After this he sits down on the mat, tilts the bag over towards him, and after saluting it thrice proceeds to measure.

The cultivators of some part of the Galle District, before proceeding to measure the paddy, consider it essential to draw on the heap with both the palms a rough representation of the trisūla, or trident, the signification of which they do not profess to understand.†

The paddy is taken home at another lucky hour. There the seed paddy is first dried in the sun, and put up in bags of 12 or 15 kuruni each. The rest of the paddy is similarly treated, except the portion—a lāha or two—set apart for the gods (akyāla; Dévyānā vi)‡ at the threshing-floor, which is so dealt with last. At a further lucky hour the bags of seed paddy are first secured in the loft, and afterwards the

* To the world-wide prevalence of this "mysterious practice of touching objects to baffle the evil chance," the Siphalese goiyā and the Tamīl or Moor coolies are no less witnesses, when ignorantly striking the lāha, or the bushel-box, with open hand before measuring grain, than was Royalty some centuries back by assenting to touch for "the King's evil."

† The trisūla, Śiva's emblem (especially common in Coorg at places connected with superstition), denotes that the three great attributes of Creator, Destroyer, and Regenerator are combined in him.

‡ "There is yet another due ockyaul, which belongs to their gods, and is an offering sometimes carried away by the priests, and sometimes they bestow it upon the beggars, and sometimes they will take it and hang it up in their houses, and at convenient time sacrifice it themselves. It is one of their measures, which is about half a peck."—Knox, p. 101-2.
remainder, leaving sufficient for the New Rice Feast (alut-but-kéma.) The Déviyanné- vi is stored in a separate part of the loft. Mantras are occasionally resorted to for the preservation of the paddy from rats.

ALUT-BAT-KÉMA.

Where, as is too frequently the case, the cultivators are poor and in want of food, the Déviyanné-dánaya, or offering of the first-fruits of the harvest to the gods* is deferred until after the New Rice Feast, though such action is generally admitted to be irregular and only justified by necessity.

The Saṅgha-dáné or almsgiving to Buddhist priests, also precedes or follows the New Rice Feast according to the religious fervour of the goyiyá donor.†

Timely intimation of the day appointed for “eating the new rice” (alut-bat-kéma) is given to friends and relations. On the day itself sufficient paddy having been previously dried and husked, first by pounding on an ox or elk hide (vi hoṭanamá) and finally in the usual wooden mortar (húl pahinamá), the resulting rice is cooked, as well as vegetables and fish, none of which may be tasted during preparation. The lucky moment for commencing to eat is marked by the chief man of the house tasting the food; after which he serves those assembled and seated, with rice and curries upon plantain leaves.

DÉVIYANNÉ-DÁNAYA.

To name a suitable day for the Déviyanné-dáné, the feast in honor of the gods, a Kapurálá or Pattiñihámí is called in. Upon the set day the house is well cleansed and the Déviyanné-vi taken out, divided into three portions, one of which is

* Corresponding with the ‘Sing Bouga’ of certain Hill Tribes of India. “It is solemnised in August when the gold rice ripens, and till the sacrifice is complete the new rice must not be eaten. The offering in addition to rice is a white cock. This is a thanks-offering to the Creator and Preserver. It is called ‘Jumnaama,’ and considered of great importance.”

The close similarity between the Sinhalese goyiyá’s offerings and the sacrifices enjoined upon the Israelites at harvest time by the Levitical law will not fail to be remarked in the ensuing description of the Déviyanné-dáné.

† Note 8.
reserved for a succeeding ceremony, Rálhámí-pidíma or Kudá-yakun-pidíma. The other two portions, after being again dried in the sun on clean mats, are husked by about a dozen women, who have purified themselves by bathing and putting on clean cloths (piruwata.) The rice is then put into bags and kept in the dáné-pela or cadjan covered alms-shed, which is erected opposite the space where the Kapurála is to perform. Inside the pela are also placed the different vegetables brought by those attending the dáné, and a hearth roughly built for cooking. The Kapurála requires to be got ready for him 50 sticks, 6 young cocoanut branches, 4 arekanut flowers, 6 young cocoanuts (gobalu) a bundle of vallá fibre, 2 clean cloths for each man, 50 torches, a clay oven (gini-habala), and 5 chatties—a hatalé, a small hattiya, and three halagedi. A boy is sent ahead to erect a small shed (kúdunwa; koratunwa; mal-pela; pahan-pela), adorned with young cocoanut leaves, flowers, and encircling lamps.*

On arriving in the evening with three or four assistants, the Kapurála first places his box of bangles (deyiran-karan-qunuwa) on two chairs cleansed with saffron water† and covered with a white cloth. Then the pé-bat meal, consisting of untasted rice and vegetable curries, is served, and the Kapurála with the other persons assembled there sit on mats and proceed to eat from plantain leaves, after the Kapurála has invoked the gods' blessing (yága-karanamá) and first tasted the food. Dinner concluded, four or five women, dressed in clean cloths, repair to the dáné-pela and begin cooking, while the Kapurála, tying a cloth round his head, enters the mal-pela and makes obeisance to the red cloth arras embroidered with representations of deities, and taking a tom-tom

---

* "When they worship those whom they call devils, many of whom they hold to be spirits of some that died heretofore, they make no images for them, as they did for the planets; but only build a new house in their yard, like a barn, very slight, covered only with leaves, and adorn it with branches and flowers." (Knox, p. 77.) He adds that "victuals" are placed on "stools at one end of the house, which is hanged with cloth for that purpose."

† See U. A. S. Journ. 1865-6, p. 58, note (*).
(udukkiya) and dancing in front of the seated house-inmates (ñiturayi) recites songs (yûlîni) in honor of Pattini and Kataragama Deviyô.*

Having continued this performance for some time, the Kapurala calls for a pehidun-taða or pingo of three nelli rice, six cocoanuts, a bunch of plantains, a pumpkin, and a packet of chillies (miris-mula), and smoking it with dummala (resin) incense, places it in front of the figured curtain inside the mal-pela. Again chanting awhile, he has brought to him some untasted oil in an arecanut leaf cone (goturakk) covered with a clean cloth, which, after perfuming, he pours into one of the lamps (scooped out of half papaw fruits by the Madupurai, an assistant, and hung round the pela), lights the wick and bids the ñiturayô light the rest. When this is done, and he has recited more yûlîni, the Kapurala desires them to bring their panduru or money offerings, which are sprinkled with saffron water, saluted and deposited with the taða. Next, the Kapurala, still singing, covers himself entirely, except the face, with a red cloth and opens the box containing the deyiran; then washing his hands, and perfuming the bangles, puts them on his wrists and begins to janggle them (halan-pûdddenam't), finally appealing to the ñiturayô to offer them panduru.

Continuing his chant, the Kapurala drives a stake into the ground together with a piece of a plantain stalk to which he affixes twelve torches at the bottom, and puts some cocoanut refuse round the foot. Then taking three betel leaves he holds them over the lighted torches, rubs them on the heads of the ñiturayô, and tosses them once or thrice into the air. If the majority of the leaves fall face upwards, it is looked upon as a good omen; if otherwise, the gods are not satisfied (Devi-dûsa).† Subsequently two additional six-kuruñi bags of paddy with two cocoanuts in each are placed near the chair on which the halan box stands. The Kapurala recommencing his incantations, separately ties to three pieces of cocoanut stalk, a cocoanut flower and a pair of young cocoanuts, and directs the ñiturayô to touch them; after which he

‡ Cf. Mr. Fowler's account of the Panikkans' similar ceremony, ante p. 15.
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carries them three times round the deyiran box, and ends by planting them in the earth in a line, exclaiming “Bohó bó veₜda, purá, purá!” ‘May it be (a harvest) of great plenty! full, full!’* At the same moment the Madupurayá breaks a cocoanut with a bill-hook (gana-deviyan-gahanavá). Once more the áturayó are invited to contribute panduru for the deyiran.

The night is generally well advanced before the above rites are carried through. When dawn is approaching, the Kapurála turns his attention to the last ceremony preceding the actual feasting, known as kiri-itiravima, or “causing milk to overflow.” Entering the pahan-pela he ties a piece of white cloth over his mouth, and places three new clay pots on three ‘gipsy-kettle’ supports in a row. Into the pots he puts some rice with water, and kindles a fire under each, fanning the flames, but taking care not to blow the fire with his mouth. As soon as the water boils he pours in untasted cocoanut milk and allows the whole to boil over. Much weight is attached to the direction towards which the scum runs over, as on it is believed to hang the cultivators’ fortune for the ensuing year. If it fall Eastwards or Southwards all will be well (subha); if to the West or North it portends the form of ill-luck, called respectively Devi-ddósa and Yak-ddósa. The boiled milk is then poured into another chatty, and the áturayó sprinkled with it by the Kapurála, whilst chanting something more.†

Meanwhile, during the night women have been cooking the dáné—a meal differing in some respects from that con-

* Just as many an old orchardist in the cider districts of Devon and Cornwall will drink to his apple trees on the eve of Epiphany some such toast as this. (Notes and Queries, Vol. 6, 2nd Series):—

“Here’s to thee, old apple tree!
Whence thou may’st bud, and whence thou may’st blow,
And whence thou may’st bear apples enough!
Hats full,—caps full!
Bushels full,—sacks full!
And my pockets full!
Huzza!”

† Note 9.
... and consisting merely of untasted rice and vegetable curries, kiri-talapa,* and the inevitable betel. Anything fried having special attraction for the Yaksayū, flesh and cakes are invariably excluded from the gods’ dānē.

When all is in readiness for the feasting itself, the Kapurala, or an assistant, places not far off a gotuva (which he has filled with a little of each kind of food provided) upon a three-cross-stick stand, and a chair covered with a clean white cloth (etirilla) on which is put a plantain leaf with a similar offering, panduru, a quid of betel, and may be a cheroot.

Sometimes for the single gotuva and chair tattuva, are substituted two gotu placed one above the other on the same frame, some space apart—the upper for the celestial beings, the lower for Mahihantāvā the female Atlas of A’ryan mythology.

The gods are now considered to have received all their just dues, and nothing remains but to partake of the meal.

First, all the women who have prepared the dānē are sprinkled with saffron water, and atonement made to the gods by the Kapuwā for any fault they may have unwittingly committed. The Kapurala and the rest of the persons then sit down and proceed to eat, after the former has blessed the food with an incantation and tasted it. The meal over, the Kapurala and his assistant carry away the food and panduru collected since the evening.†

Rālahāmi-pidima.

Some days—at least three—elapse before the Rālahāmi-pidima or ceremony and feast to propitiate Kosgama Deviyō,

---

* A kind of custard pudding made of rice flour, coconut milk, and honey, boiled to some consistency, and eaten with rice as sweetmeat.

† "And all that time of the sacrifice there is drumming, piping, singing, and dancing; which being ended, they take the victuals away, and give it to those which drum and pipe, with other beggars and vagabonds, for only such do eat of their sacrifices; not that they do account such things hallowed, and so dare not presume to eat them; but contrariwise they are now looked upon as polluted meat, and, if they should attempt to eat thereof, it would be a reproach to them and their generations."—Knox, p. 77.
the bane of crops and cattle, whose good will it is essential to win over by a special sacrifice.*

On the day selected, four or more women, after bathing and dressing in clean cloths, husk the paddy previously set apart for this dānē, as before. When well beaten out they place it in a room, which has been thoroughly cleansed, and inform the Kapuwā summoned to officiate, who, filling a chatty (nēmbiliya) with the rice and muttering some incantations, hands it over to the women. In the same room is collected the rest of the food intended to be consumed at the feast—e.g., oranges, sugar-cane, toddy, arrack, opium, fish and meat, salt, milk, honey, vegetables, biscuits, cocoanuts, and three kinds of plantains (as ratnamālu, pūvālu, and kannannōru).

Some of the women-cooks pound the rice to flour, extract oil, and fry cakes, seven of which they put into each of three bags. Others are employed in cooking the dānē, for which are required, in addition to the cakes, three chatties of boiled rice (each containing three nēli)† and seven curries made with seven different kinds of vegetables. Everything should not only be untasted, but prepared without so much as blowing the fire with the mouth.

Whilst the cooking is proceeding, the Kapurālā constructs a shelf (yahana) waist-high, and over it a cloth canopy adorned with flowers. The cooking over, and all being ready, the Kapurālā, tying a piece of white cloth across his mouth, enters the room. Upon the clean white cloth spread over the yahana he arranges five plantain leaves, and on the floor he lays a mat with a white cloth, and puts two other plantain leaves there; lastly, he uses a chair as a mal-bulattatītuwa. The dishes as cooked are placed in a line, the first chatty nearest to the shelf, and so on. The Kapurālā puts some boiled rice into a nēmbiliya, and from it deposits a little on each plantain leaf three times. With a cocoanut-

* Note 10.
† This is the number usual in the Galle District. In the Rayigam and Siyanē Kūralēs, seven chatties of rice are provided, and seven plantains; and in the latter Kūralē the pounding of the paddy is done by two men, called Kottōruwō, who have to purify themselves before commencing.
shell spoon he then mixes in the *nembiliya* a little of each of the seven curries taken thrice, thus forming a *hatmāluna*, which he adds to the seven rice heaps, perfuming them and muttering *mantras* (*kopa-karaṇavā*). Next he takes the three cake bags, and after incensing them puts all the cakes (one from each in turn) on to the several heaps. So with the three plantain bunches, from each of which seven fruits are taken: a little *kurīja* (boiled cocoanut-milk remaining after the oil is skimmed off) is further added. The "dessert"—the oranges, biscuits, &c.—is also incensed and placed on the shelf in a *vatiya* dish, so that any demigod or demon may help himself at pleasure.

This done, the Kapurala makes a cone-pouch (*Kāberi-gotuva*) out of a plantain leaf, and putting rice and other articles of food into it, formally deposits it for *Kāberi-Yaksayā* on a support made of three-cross-sticks (*kattirika*). The last cooked *chatty* of rice he covers with a plantain leaf, after putting inside three cakes and three plantains: this *chatty* is called *yahan-heliya*. When everything is thus arranged, the Kapurala supplicates the gods and demons to receive the offering, perfuming all afresh and reciting over them a *kannalavyutihuta*,* followed occasionally by some powerful mantra.

After this propitiation (*kopa-yannavā; disti-lanavā*) the Kapuwā comes out of the room and locks the door. About a *peya* afterwards he knocks at it, as though seeking permission from the *Yakū* to enter, and opens it. Accompanying his dancing with further invocations, he closes the door again, bringing out the *Kāberi-gotuva*, which he leaves at the back of the house. Then taking *panduru* and a quid of betel from the *ūturayā*, he re-enters the room, as before, and laying them on the *yahana* recites some stanzas; and whilst so engaged takes one of the empty cake bags and a plantain leaf, and on them puts a little of every kind of food as well as a lighted torch. This offering he carries to the stepping stone in front of the house, (after locking the door for the third time) and there presents it with a suitable *mantra* to *Molankula Aiminā*—the demon known elsewhere as *Kaḍavara-Yaksayā*. He then returns

* Space will not permit of the insertion of the several incantations, &c., embraced in the ritual of *Rūlahini-pidima*. 

---
to the room, and at his bidding the house inmates offer more panduru, and are sprinkled with the holy saffron water, as well as the women who have prepared the dānī.

Finally, the Kapurāla taking some duimmala (resin), charms it with a kepa-karina-mantra and perfumes the whole of the food about to be partaken. Those assembled then seat themselves on mats in a row, and do justice to the viands, only waiting for the Kapurāla to first taste something. The mal-bulat-taṭṭuva and the seven plantain leaf offerings are placed at a little distance from the house—left for dogs and crows, into whom it is considered has entered the disti or perception of the Yaksayó.

As though the superstitious rites of the Deviyanné-dánaya and Rālahámi-pidima were not sufficient “spots on their feasts of charity,” the Sinhalese goyigá too frequently resort to further devil ceremonies such as Devol-mādū, Gam-mādū, which need not be described at length here, not being intimately connected with the subject in hand.*

NOTES.

(1.)

ASTROLOGY IN AGRICULTURE.

Those who may care to become thoroughly versed in the set times and seasons,” which ought to be observed in native agricultural operations, will find full particulars in the Muhúrtta-chintāmanī, a metrical treatise on the subject, by the famous astrologer E’pá Appahámi, published at Colombo in 1876.

The following extracts from a similar ola MS. in the writer’s possession give some idea of the extent to which “the stars in their courses” influence the action of the Sighalese cultivator.

* In other districts (Siyané Kōralé, ‘o wit) instead of the ‘gipsy-kettle’ support, a post (kauri-haumun) is planted outside the compound with a light upon it, and the plantain-leaf-cone there offered to Kadura Yaksayó. The yahuna, too, is constructed in the compound, and
Definitions.

I.—The following are the twenty-seven asterisms (*neket*). *


II.—The fifteen lunar days (*tithi*) during which the moon waxes are named:

1. —Pulaviya. 6. —Satawaka. 11. —Ekojoswaka.
5. —Viseuiya. 10. —Dasawaka. 15. —Pasaloswaka.

The same order should be followed for the fifteen *tithi* she wanes—the 15th day being termed Amûwaka.†

The house inmates are directed by the Kapurala to stand by the *ewari-kanuma* and *yahuna* in bowing attitude with joined palms, whilst he chants *yûdini* regarding Kusumara Yukswya’s birth and power, invoking his aid to ward off sickness from them, and to prosper their tillage and trades. The Kapurala then tastes each of the seven heaps, and the whole are afterwards eaten by all assembled. If the ceremony ends with the eating of this rice, it is called *Kudd-yakun-piduma*, but *hellum maduva* if the dancing and tom-tom beating is continued till morning.

Many other Yaksayo are jointly propitiated, such as *Dunumâla-yakun*, *Moratuwe-yakun*, *Katugampola-yakun*, *Kalu-kumira-yakun*, *Viramuñâ-yakun*.

* Strictly speaking there are 28 *neket* or asterisms: the *nekata* ‘Abyiyn’ (a fractional or occasional “mansion” only, consequent on the moon’s periodical revolution occupying 27–8 days) lies between ‘Uttarasala’ and ‘Suvana.’ The Maldivians retain the full number of “lunar mansions,” but place ‘Avihi’ (Abyiyut) last, save ‘Rêva’ (Rêvatiya), thus:—Assila, Irumuu, Kei, Nâm, Miyuheliha, Ada, Fabu, Abulihu, Mi, Fura, Iuni, Ata, Hicha, Hê, Vibi, Nora, Dobra, Mula, Forahala, Uranuclear, Huvau, Dinuha, Hiyuhu, Forabaduruva, Fasbaduruva, Avihi, Rêva. “The *tithi* and *nekata* of any day or time are those in which the moon is in her course through the zodiac in that day or time.”

† The lunar month is divided into *punru* or *purva pakhô* (from the day after the new moon to full moon day), and *ata* or *apuva pakhô* (from day after full moon to new moon day).
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III.—The seven days are:

1. Ravi ... Sun.
2. Chandra ... Moon.
3. Kuja ... Mars.
4. Budha ... Mercury.
5. Guru ... Jupiter.
6. Šukra or Kivi ... Venus.
7. Šeni ... Saturn.

IV.—The twelve signs of the Zodiac (rāsi) are:

1. Mésha.
2. Wrishabha.
3. Mithuna.
5. Siyha.
7. Tula.
8. Wrishika.
10. Makara.
12. Mina.

Commencing Operations.

V.—The nehet Pusha, Sā, Uttarapal, Uttarasala, Uttaraputupa, Sita, Anura, and Beraná, and the tithi Pēlaviya, Diyawaka, Tiyawaka, Visēniya, Satawaka, Dasawaka, Ekołoswaka, and Pasaloswaka, and the days Kuja, Guru, and Budha, in the rāsi assigned to the planets, Guru, Šukra, Budha,† are auspicious for entering upon a field to commence cultivation.

Ploughing.

VI.—For ploughing adopt the following nehet:—Puwapal, Puwasala, Puwaputupa, Hata, Sita, Mânekata, Deťa, Mula, Réwatiya, Anura, Punavasa, Suvana, Pusha, Uttarapal, Uttarasala, Uttaraputupa, Sá, Visá, Muwasirisa, Denāta; oja tithi having no riktā; † the days Ravi, Budha, Guru, Šukra; the

* "The Sun, Moon, and Planets move through these rāsi in their courses. Avuruddha (‘year’) is the time during which the Sun travels through all 12 rāsi in his course, beginning from the first point of Mēsha rāsi;” and the solar month the time during which the Sun continues in any one rāsi.

† Of the twelve rāsi, that called Sīpha (Leo) is allotted to the Sun, and Karkatāka (Cancer) to the Moon; the rest are given to the other five planets in the order of their position with regard to the Sun. Mithuna and Kanya, the rāsi bordering “the mansions” of the Sun and Moon, on either side, belong to Mercury; the two beyond these, viz., Wrishabha and Tulā, are assigned to Venus; the next two, Mēsha and Wrishika, to Mars; Mina and Dhanu to Jupiter; and the last two, Makara and Kumbha, to Saturn.

† “Oja tithi” are the eleven tithi from Dasawaka of pūra pāka to Visēniya of ava pāka. Of these, Tudoswaka and Jalawaka are “riktā,” and rejected as bad for all work.
lagnas* Wrishabha, Karkata, Makara, Mina, Mithuna, which are best; Tuli, Dhanu and Kanya, fairly good. At these neket, and observing the lagnas, wak, &c., make one, three, or five furrows, with the plough gazing Eastwards, without stooping or looking down.

**Introducing Water.**

VII.—The following neket are good for admitting water into a field:—Mula, Puwasala, Uttarasa, Suwana, Réwatiya, Deṇaṭa, Māṇekata, Muwasirisa, Puwapal, Deṭa, Sā, and Beraṇa.

**Sowing and Transplanting.**

VIII.—Sow seed paddy at the neket Mā, Hata, Mula, Tunaṭuru,† Pusha, Siyāwasa, Anura, Sā, Muwasirisa, Réwatiya, and Suwana; on the tithi Viseniya, Satawaka, Ekoḷoswaka, Teleswaka, and Pasaloswaka; and on the days Sandu, Budha, Gura, Śukra, also observing the lagna which these planets belong to.

For sowing paddy according to the kekulay system, adopt the neket Tunaturu, Pusha, Anura, Hata, Mā, Reheṇa, which are to be taken for transplanting also.

On Sunday mornings in the month of Mithuna and Siṣha sow el paddy.

**Reaping.**

IX.—Reap corn on good days (i.e., days having no ava-yogā‡) at the neket Keṭṭi, Reheṇa, Ada, Pusha, Sā, Deṇaṭa, Siyāwasa, Puwaputupa, Tunaturu, Anura, Mā.

**Threshing and Measuring.**

X.—Thresh corn at Anura, Réwatiya, Mula, Pusha, Sā, neket; and at the lagnas, Mithuna, Dhanu, Kumbha, and Mīna, and when the planets Guru and Śikuru are in the said lagnas.

All work connected with paddy cultivation should be performed when the tide rises from the first peyi for eight peyas, and from

---

* The day of 60 peyas or 24 hours (hūrā) is in astrological calculations further divided into 12 lagnas, each lagna comprising roughly 2 hūrās. The lagnas are synonymous with the 12 rāśi, and rotate in the same order, the first lagna of each day always being that of the particular rāśi, or month, through which the Sun is passing. See, too, C. A. S. Journ. 1855-8, pp. 181–194. "The Principles of Siṭhalese Chronology," by Rev. C. Alwis.

† Tunaturu, i.e. Uttarapala, Uttarasa, Uttarapalupa.

‡ Ava-yogā, i.e. the unlucky conjunction of certain neket with special days. Thus on Sunday, Ada and Deṭa, on Tuesday, Deṭa and Suwana, on Thursday, Ada, on Friday, Vīsā, and on Saturday, Puṇivasa and Suwana, are ava-yogā. There are 10 bad (dasa mahā dosa), and 4 good, yogas.
the thirteenth peya for eight peyas of the neket Keti, Reheṇa, Muwasirisa, Uttarapūṭuṇa and Réwatiya.

The tide rises (diya-wadi) from the first peya for eight peyas of Pélaviya and Diyawaka, again at the 47th peya, at the 2nd, 25th, and 50th peya of Tiyawaka, the 20th peya of Saṭawaka, the 22nd peya of Hatawaka, 23rd peya of Aṭawaka, the 20th and 55th of Dasa-waka, the 20th of Ekoḷoswaka, the 20th of Doḷoswaka, 8th and 25th of Teleswaka, the 8th peya of Pasalo-waka. At all these times from the commencement of the peya the tide flows for 8 peyas.

At the fourth pada of the four laynas Mēsha, Wrishabhā, Mithuua and Karkataka, water will rise. For threshing corn and measuring paddy, if the moment when nekata, tithi, and lagnas for the rising of the tide are contemporaneous can be taken, it is best: if two agree it is good: one alone is fairly good.

Storing and Consuming Paddy.

XI.—For storing paddy the neket Hata, Aila, Má, and Reheṇa and the lagnas Wrishabhā, Siyha, Wrīṣeḥika, and Kumbha should be taken, and (if possible) when seen with the planet Saturn.

On Sunday at sunrise at Reheṇa nekata consume paddy.

Eating the New Rice.

XII.—For alut-bat-kema observe a good tithi, avoiding Mīna Mēsha, and Wrīṣeḥika, at the neket Sita, Aṣvīda, Hata, Punā-wasa, Pusha, Sawana, Anura, Tunaturu, Muwasirisa, Deṇaṇa, Reheṇa, Réwatiya, Siyāwas, Sā, Mula, Mā, and Visā.

In spite of the well-meant efforts now being made to convert the goyiya from the error of his ways by opening a School of Agriculture, and the introduction of modern appliances, it is to be feared that years must elapse before his mind is disabused of the conservative notions he shares with the American "Farmer 'Beu" (Notes and Queries):—

"I tell ye it's nonsense," said Farmer Ben,
'This farmin' by books and rules,
And sendin' the boys to learn that stuff
At the agricultural schools,
Rotation o' crops and analysis!
Talk that to a young baboon!
But ye needn't be tellin' yer science to me,
For I believe in the moon.
If ye plant yer corn on the growin' moon,
And put up the lines for crows,
You'll find it will bear, and yer wheat will, too,
If it's decent land where't grows.
But potatoes, now, are a different thing,
They want to grow down, that is plain;
And don't ye see you must plant for that
When the moon is on the wane.

So in plantin' and hoein' and hayin' time,
It is well to have an eye
On the hang of the moon—ye know ye can tell
A wet moon from a dry.
And as to hayin', you wise ones, now
Are cuttin' yer grass too soon;
If you want it to spend, just wait till it's ripe,
And mow on the full o' the moon.

* * * * *

With farmers' meetin's and granges new
Folks can talk till all is blue;
But don't ye be swollerin' all ye hear,
For there ain't more 'n half on 't true.
They are tryin' to make me change my plans,
But I tell 'em I'm no such coon;
I shall keep right on in the safe old way,
And work my farm by the moon!

(2.)

Cultivators' Songs.*

I.—Whilst bailing Water.

1. කිකු ගමුණ මුලෙ හඳුනා ගැනීමට කිය නැත
කිකු ගමුණ මුලෙ හඳුනා ගැනීමට කිය නැත
ඹිබිසි පෙරවේන් මාතරිනී නැත
ඹිබිසි පෙරවේන් මාතරිනී නැත
2. කාලීනය පෙරවේන් මාතරිනී නැත
කාලීනය පෙරවේන් මාතරිනී නැත
කාලීනය පෙරවේන් මාතරිනී නැත
කාලීනය පෙරවේන් මාතරිනී නැත
3. කිකු ගමුණ මුලෙ හඳුනා ගැනීමට කිය නැත
කිකු ගමුණ මුලෙ හඳුනා ගැනීමට කිය නැත
කිකු ගමුණ මුලෙ හඳුනා ගැනීමට කිය නැත

* The specimens given are throughout ungrammatical and disconnected, but just as taken down from the mouth of an ordinary illiterate goyiya. The meaning is in places very obscure.
4. Like the moon shining in full splendour,  
   My beauteous endearing lord.  
   Since the day of departure thou returnest not as yet:  
   Till I may reach thee where wilt thou remain?  
2. At a desolate town of Negroes I arrived,  
   Leaving kith and kin for a foreign land.  
   With scalding tears I bathe my breast;  
   By him deserted, how may I sustain my grief!  
3. Though the friendly earth quake and tremble,—  
   Maha Meru thunder with torrents of rain—  
   Though these, and such like portents, thou beholdest,  
   Whatever thy undertaking, it will not prosper.  
4. A woman empty-handed, or bearing empty pot,  
   A beggar, be he deaf or be he blind—  
   These in good journey shouldst thou meet,  
   Fruitless will be thy going.  
5. Hear me, ye learned, that benefit the world,  
   Consider it with mind unfettered;  
   Ganadevi, grant me to receive wisdom:  
   May the assembly not find fault.  
6. Fellows, a mighty boon is seed;  
   Desired of every creature;  
   In fruitful land it multiplies:  
   Worship oft the Teacher.  
7. Of land acquired spy out the low places;  
   Cause rice received to be served with glad heart;  
   From stumps and roots ever strive to rid you,  
   Building dams for tanks acquired.

* These three stanzas will be found in almost the same form in a small pamphlet of Harvest Songs styled Goyam-malaya, printed in Colombo, 1881.
II.—Reapers’ Song.

1. May all the gods permit us to enter the field after worshipping the sun god:
   The gods’ consent obtained, O goyi lord, give us sickles.
   May the clouds keep us cool, shading the sun’s rays,
   And the gods deliver from all evil, granting peace these 30 pýgas.

2. * These stanzas probably form part of the Tala-mala varnamvarav.

---

JOURNAL, R. A. S. (CEYLON).

III.—Reapers’ Song.

1. May all the gods permit us to enter the field after worshipping the sun god:
   The gods’ consent obtained, O goyi lord, give us sickles.
   May the clouds keep us cool, shading the sun’s rays,
   And the gods deliver from all evil, granting peace these 30 pýgas.
2. The god of the sun's rays shining on the hill has now shaded this our gang:
With fortune-bringing sickles in right-hands invoke we merits on the Moth.
Should the god lord on the highland hear me, I shall receive reward:
May all this company, great and low, recite songs without bickering.

3. Sakdevi, descending from his abode, begs alms in his ascetic garb of yore:
The corn sown on the muddled golden rock bends down ripened ears:
With boiling water dressing food by supernatural power the alms were given.
May goddess Pattini grant me permission to compose and recite these verses.

4. In Rayigam Kóralé renowned there grew the far-famed palm tree,
Fair beyond words of poet, with manifold beauty crowned;
From hamlet unto hamlet known, like lotus petals, expanding on the tree,
Rarely this palm-flower bloomed glorious in colour.

5. Half the day has passed since morning, nor failed of god's protection,
From head to foot thro' every limb god has blessed and preserved us;
The songs in rhyming measure we loudly sang to-day have made the wekin ring.
Will leave be blithely granted to forego work the rest of the day?

6. God, grant me to tell in verse the flower's fame,
Of the lovely tank lily's golden hue, its petals spread in ten directions,
As o'er the water's surface the Ma-nil's scent is scattered:
Its petals spread in ten directions, golden-hued as the lovely tank lily.

7. The seed was sown and sprouted, and like a grove rose the tree;
Like boughs of bamboo shoots entwined, the palm-flower's pageant seemed:
Lured by sight of the flower-petals the wayfarer his journey forgets.
Lo! from Gosna lake descending the evil to avert, in safety keep us God (of mercy).
8. Orchard of golden *tambili,* lime, orange, *beli,* † *mora,* ‡ *giri,* § and *mango.*
Adjoining grove of *indu,* || *pumbled,** *diwul,** † † *mt,* † † and *sal;* † †
And garden of sandal, *bodhi,** §§ with flowers of jasmine, lotus, *lily,* and fragrant *champak;* — ||
Such the famed splendour of Saman forest named of noble Saman-devi.

9. That day seven goddesses offered celestial vestures and flowers;
The god empowered, with both hands offered flowers of Indra's tree;
Golden *kadupul* lotus of the Nagas world divine Nagas offered:
Thenceforth continuously all people of the world worship Samanala.

III.—*At close of Work.*

1. *I came intent on singing to while the livelong day—*
   Say when again, my comrades, ye'll listen to my lay.
   If kinsfolk now stand by us, all trouble will seem light,
   And in Maitri Buddha's feast with one accord unite.

2. With sport and jest full varied our pilgrim path we cheer,
   Hark! the band before us shouts *sades* echoing clear:
The palace-shrine who beautify, to crowds the land gives birth,
   Saffragam's fair temple, the frontal-mark of earth!

3. As surge the waves of ocean, the thronging lines go by,
   Their hair-knots bound in circles dark, like stars in midnight sky;
   Like jewels gleam the torches, adown the four-spread lane,
   The patron god in howdah rides, as in a wedding train.

---

* The king-cocoanut.
† *Agle marmelos.
‡ *Asclepias acida.
§ *Mangifera indica.
|| The wild date-palm.
¶ The trumpet flower (*Bignonia suave olens.*)
** *Feronia elephantum.*
†† *Bassia latifolia.*
† † *Shorea robusta.*
§ § *An a kind of cocoanut.*
||| *Michelia champaca.*
TABU.

This tabu resembles the custom of "Pomali" practised by the Dyaks of Borneo, the Alfuros of Celebes and Timor, and the Mentamei Islanders.

"The only outward indication that Pomali is being resorted to is a bundle of maize leaves stuck into the ground, or bushels of rice suspended from a bamboo post, either in a rice field or under the house of a person who is ill. All strangers are forbidden to cross the threshold of a house where the signal is placed.

"Mr. Hugh Low, in his 'Sarawak,' also mentions three kinds of Pomali, or, as he calls it, Pamali.

"The Pamali omar, or tabu on the farms, occurs immediately after the whole of the seed is sown. It lasts four days, and during that period no person of the tribe enters any of the plantations on any account; a pig and feast are according to their practice also necessary."—Carl Bock, "Head Hunters of Borneo," p. 230.

The Oraons and Mundáris (hill tribes of India) observe similar precautions to propitiate Desáni and Jáhir Bári for a blessing on the crops in their "Hero-Bouga" and "Bah-Towli-Bouga" sacrifices, to which the "Karam" of the Kol villagers is nearly allied.

"Each cultivator sacrifices a fowl, and after some mysterious rites a wing is stripped off and inserted in a cleft of bamboo and stuck up in the rice field. If this is omitted, it is supposed that the rice will not come to maturity."

(4.)

KEM, OR CHARMS.

(1.) Against Getapanuvó (Grubs).

(a)
"Padma Buddha went to Ratel Rusiya, who had nothing to offer as alms. He went and begged of Maha Brahma, who gave him rat-pl (hill-paddy). He sowed it. The first leaf was covered by getapanuvõ of seven kinds. Then he prayed that through the power of Buddha the grubs might leave: the grubs left. When the plant grew to its seventh node, it bore an ear of golden hue. This ear was covered by seven kinds of flies. Then also he entreated Buddha's supernatural power, and the flies disappeared. That paddy was then pounded, the rice boiled and offered for that day's noon-meal of the said Buddha.

"By the influence of the same Buddha let the worms quit the plants today also."

Walking round the field repeating the above is supposed to destroy getapanuvõ.

(b)

Seven of these grubs are collected from a plant, and the following pirit repeated over them:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pirit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| "May the all-auspicious goddess of speech (Saraswati), the bestower of the essence (of wisdom and eloquence), who dwells in the lotus-like mouths of the illustrious and eminent sage Nárada, &c., preserve you (from all evil)."

Three are then burnt with pas-pengeri (five bitter kinds of wood), and the remaining four enclosed in four pieces of reed and buried at the four corners of the field. During the performance of this ceremony the Katlddiyá should be naked, and at its conclusion remain dumb for seven peyas in an unfrequented place.

(II.) Against Kokkanávõ (Grubs).

After dark a man steals three ilapata (ekel-brooms) from three different houses. These he ties together with kelipittan-vela (creep) and hangs it to his waist-string behind. Proceeding to the field, he walks three times round it, buries the bundle in the main vakkada (opening through the dam) and returns home unobserved. The whole time, and if possible till next morning, he remains mute.

(III.) Against Messió (Flies).

(a)

The Yakdessá should spend the previous night in a lonely spot, after having put on clean clothes (piruwata) and eaten "milk-rice" (kiri-bat). The following morning, without communicating with any one, he should go to the field. Having caught a fly, he must
hold it for a while in rosin smoke, over which he has muttered the following charm 108 times, and afterwards release it in the field:

O’namó! By the power of Lord Buddha who came to dispel the pestilence of the great city Wistiln, this very day all ye flower-flies, black flies, proboscis-armed flies, and earth grubs of this field, away, away (adu, ödu); stay not. Let it be so! (E’swáh).

Namó! Ye flower-flies, proboscis-armed flies, tiny flies, ash flies, born from the mouth of Guja-kumba-dala-ráhsha-devuláwá, go, stay not in this field. In the name of the Triad (O’u Trii,) and Kataragama Deviyó (Baranét). Be it so!

The following well-known gátháwa is recited 108 times over some sand, which is strewn in the field at dusk, while four lamps (the oil used having been prepared without being tasted) are kept burning at its four corners:

Abstain from all sin;
Acquire merit:
Purify the heart:
This the Buddha’s commandment.

“Evil swells the debts to pay,
Good delivers and acquits.
Shun evil, follow good; hold sway
Over thyself. This is the way.”

(‘Light of Asia.)

Throughout the performance of this kema, and until next morning, the person so occupied must not converse with anybody.

Almost every charm begins with the words O’u Trii, which in Sanskrit are an invocation to the Hindu Trinity.” The Kaññadívás not being worshippers of that Trinity, and not understanding the purport of the words, but attributing to them some mysterious magical properties, frequently add them to Sinhalese charms, in which the virtues and omnipotence of Buddha are described, in very grandiloquent style, to the exclusion of those of the Hindu
With red sandalwood, ground to powder, this stanza is written on a rabâna, or the drum of a tom-tom:—

By the receiving of perceptive power (in religious studies) these three (false) pursuits, viz., worldly desires, doubts, and unorthodox observances, are dispelled: he escapes from the sufferings of the four hells: he is incapable of committing the six great sins. In the Sâṅgha this gem-like state is noble. By this truth may all (sentient) beings benefit.

A lamp fed by mitel (oil of the Bassia latifolia), which has been hallowed by the recital of the gâthâwa over it, is placed in the field inside a mal-pêlah (temporary altar decked with leaves and flowers). At dusk a man should walk round the field repeating the same stanza and beating the said tom-tom with a piece of hayila-vêla (creepers). This done, he must retire by the entrance he came in at, closing it, and sleep that night in an untenanted house.

(5.)

The Kamata, or Threshing-Floor.

"When they are to tread their corn," writes Knox (p. 11), "they choose a convenient adjoining place. Here they lay out a round piece of ground, some twenty or five-and-twenty foot over, from which they cut away the upper turf. Then certain ceremonies are used. First they adorn this place with ashes made into flowers and branches and round circles. Then they take divers strange shells and pieces of iron, and some sorts of wood, and a bunch of betel nuts (which are reserved for such purposes) and lay all these in the very middle of the pit, and a large stoue upon them."

See also Mr. Brodie's Paper in C. A. S. Journal, 1849, p. 25, and Davy's Ceylon, p. 275 (where a wood-cut is given).
Much the same ceremonies have been noted in India:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Idangai panni satti seyté} \\
\text{Ita pida mitilé} \\
\text{Adanga nirum puje seytu} \\
\text{Arun davangal pannuvir}
\end{align*}
\]

"Clearing a place, an altar
Ye raise upon the site;
And heaping ashes on it,
Perform ye many a rite."

("Tamil Popular Poetry," by Dr. Caldwell, in Ind. Ant., Vol. I.)

"When Gonds, Kurkus, or Bharias start together in their tilli crops, they take with them some ashes and Indian corn seeds, and as they go along they keep making circles with the ashes, and place in their centre the seeds of the corn. This practice is supposed to keep away all the bad will of the devas."—(Notes on the Bharias, by C. Scanlan, Assistant Surveyor, in Ind. Ant. Vol. I. p. 159.)

According to Mr. Ievers (C. A. S. Journ. 1880, p. 52, Diagram) the figure described on the threshing-floor by the cultivators of the Kegalla District consists of no less than seven concentric circles with four cross lines.

This is a noteworthy departure from the diagram usually seen elsewhere. Throughout the low-country not more than three concentric circles with two diameters between the cardinal points would seem to be drawn.

Precise directions regarding the preparation of a threshing-floor are laid down in the Muhurtta-chintámani (stanzas 257-261):—
Draw three circles and two diameters between the four cardinal points, and place the twenty-eight *nehel* in the four directions on the sides of the lines. Calculate the threshing-floor circle towards the right from the *nehata* on which the sun stands, starting from the East.

The sixteen *nehel* standing on the outer and second circular space towards the four directions are profitless and bad; likewise the eight on the third space: the middle four are fortunate. Reckon Southwards from East to West finishing again at East.

Of the 16 portions of ground described by ancient sages* select those

* The sixteen portions of land, as given in the *Mahayamata*, are the following:—*Sinhalakārāya, Sārākārāya, Brahma-kārāya, Subhrākārāya, tinākārāya, Gāndhāravākārāya, Chatrākārāya, Patrākārāya, Karasuddhikārāya, Chatatravākārāya, Rākṣasamukhikārāya, Trisulākārāya, Gangākārāya, Varahākārāya, Kumaṇākārāya, Nandākārāya, Jalatākārāya. To these are sometimes added Karatalākārāya, Ayumānākārāya. In *pāda-bedina*, or dividing into building lots, the subdivisions are:—*Brahma-pādaya, Dewa-pādaya, Manussiya-pādaya, Preta-pādaya*, of which the last is never selected as a site, nor those portions of the others called technically *dili* and *katura*.
lying East and North. Choose a lucky hārd* in Tunaturu nekēt (Uttara-pāla, Uttarasa, Uttarapāta) on Guru (Thursday). The threshing-floor thus constructed will ensure success as desired.

260.
In the midst of fortunate Bamba (Brahma) portion, dig the arakvula (lit. 'protection hole'), clear the boundary drain, and have the arakgala ('guardian-stone') brought and placed by the hands of a male child with perfect features like Turupati (moon.)

261.
Joyfully bathe the body with perfumed water; there sacrifice duly to the demons, offer ashes charmed by mantras, and encircle the threshing-floor with a thread hallowed by the Navaguna-gāthāva.

The MS. from Pasalun Koralė gives a somewhat different diagram.

**Threshing-floor Diagram.**

The eight nekēt next the twelve at the cardinal points are unlucky. Know that the middle eight nekēt will bring luck. Place Rīvi (sun) at the top (starting point) and calculate Southwards. Thus counting, resolve the threshing-floor diagram.

---

* "Astrologers suppose that the same seven gods to whom the supervision of the days of the week are appropriated, preside over each successive seven hārdas, beginning from that one to whom the day belongs, but in the following order, Sun, Venus, Mercury, Moon, Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars."—C. A. S. Journ. 1856-8, p. 182.)
The form of the A’ndukerima ceremony (though not known under that name) as practised in the Siyanë Kóralé differs to some extent.

After the corn is threshed and before removing the straw from the kamata, five cultivators, each taking a deti, repeat the following words thrice:

Iridí má nēkatin Samanalogulabodíla ela migon sat bánuk gennavá eksí desí tunsien salí mada póru gává plavál pra biju vàdi ekpeti depeti tunpeti paspeti sapeti satpetidí banjatvá piidí hirveda pesí kalavituq sasavá goyan hapá kalanitá damá.

Deti deti kumana deti
Ran deti ridi deti
Katupita niha demata hobbe koson deti
Menon deti pasak gëna
Póso denek sita hola sali elați
Denneq gôn dakhati
Deniyê yêda sištiti
Goniñê yêda karoti
Medá mé raja kamataça
Itá yahapati poli.

Seven yokes of white buffaloes having been brought from Adam’s Peak at Máníkata on Sunday, when the first, second, and third ploughings have been performed, and the mud levelled, with póru, channels opened, seed sown, the paddy (plants) risen to their first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh nodes, and become pregnant with ears, the ears appeared and the grain matured. After the threshing-floor has been
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prepared and the crop reaped and placed on the threshing-floor, five persons separate the straw (from the paddy) with five deti—

_Deti, deti, what deti?_  
Gold deti, silver deti,  
_Kaupila, nika, demata, kobbe, koson deti._

Taking five of these deti,  
Five (men) stand and toss the corn:  
Two (men) drive the bullocks:  
The god looks on:  
Cultivators work.  
May manifold return attend this royal kamata this (harvest) time!

Compare the Harvest song (_Huttari_) of the Coorg ryots (_Gover’s Folk-songs of Southern India_, p. 121):—

"First they pray that God’s rich grace  
Still should rest upon their race.  
Waiting till the gun has roared  
Milk they sprinkle, shouting gay,  
_Polé! Polé! Devarè!_  
Multiply thy mercies, Lord!"

(II.)—THE AMÄKETÉ CEREMONY.

It is interesting to find an analogous custom, _mutatis mutandis_, existing to this day in many rural districts of England, and markedly Devonshire and Cornwall.

The custom of "crying the neck"—a relic of old heathen worship, whether of Teutonic or Celtic origin, to the goddess who presided over the earth's fruits—is thus described in Mrs. Bray's "Traditions of Devonshire":—

"When the reaping is finished, towards evening the labourers select some of the best ears of corn from the sheaves. These they tie together, and it is called the _nack_. The reapers then proceed to a high place. The man who bears the offering stands in the midst, and elevates it, while all the other labourers form themselves into a circle about him. Each holds aloft his hook, and in a moment they all shout these words: _Arnack_ (or _ah nack_), _arnack, arnack_; _wehaven_ (pronounced _wee-hav-en_), _wehaven_. This is repeated three several times."

_Arnack_, meaning "a bunch of ears of corn," when thus coupled with _wehaven_ expresses either a wish for a prosperous (Norse, _velhavende_) harvest, or the joy that its labours are ended (_we-have-it_). See Notes and Queries, 5th Series, Vols. VI., IX.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Sinhalese (ordinary)</th>
<th>Kegalla District, Western Province</th>
<th>Ratnapura Kóralé, Western Province</th>
<th>Siané Kóralé, Western Province</th>
<th>Gallic District</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arrack</td>
<td>arakku</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>pediya</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>id.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arekanut</td>
<td>puvak</td>
<td>kahaṭavá</td>
<td>kahaṭavá</td>
<td>puvak</td>
<td>kahaṭa-palu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashes</td>
<td>alu</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>davvá</td>
<td>aluhan</td>
<td>id.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bag</td>
<td>malla</td>
<td>puranne</td>
<td>katu-pana</td>
<td>puravannáva</td>
<td>id.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betel</td>
<td>bulat</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>pengirivá</td>
<td>ból-kola</td>
<td>peŋgiri-kola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betel (quid)</td>
<td>balat-vida</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>ból-vida</td>
<td>peŋgiri-kola-vida</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffaloe</td>
<td>mi-haraka</td>
<td>ambaruvá</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>id.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cakes</td>
<td>kevum</td>
<td>diya-pita-piná</td>
<td>diya-pita-pinana</td>
<td>pupá</td>
<td>id.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaff</td>
<td>bol</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>katu</td>
<td>paligattó</td>
<td>id.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chunam</td>
<td>hunu</td>
<td>katu-pana</td>
<td>suduva</td>
<td>hunu</td>
<td>id.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloth</td>
<td>redda</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>ahura</td>
<td>redda</td>
<td>id.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocoanut (young)</td>
<td>kurumbá</td>
<td>uhan</td>
<td>uhanná</td>
<td>kurumbá</td>
<td>id.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cock</td>
<td>kukulá</td>
<td>biu-pahurá</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>kukulá</td>
<td>id.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cock (paddy)</td>
<td>vi-goda</td>
<td></td>
<td>beta-varuva</td>
<td>vi-varuva</td>
<td>beta-varuva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dung (cattle)</td>
<td>goma</td>
<td></td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>id.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elephant</td>
<td>aliya</td>
<td>mahā-bólā</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>patubariyā</td>
<td>mahā-embayā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire</td>
<td>giudara</td>
<td>ratta</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>ratta-bōya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish</td>
<td>málu</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>kaṭu-goyiya</td>
<td>vēnja</td>
<td>deṭi-pōrva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flail</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>amu-bōya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain (fine)</td>
<td>amu</td>
<td>kalu-baruva</td>
<td>} hīnva</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>kurakkan-bōya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grain</td>
<td>kurakkan</td>
<td>hūn-baruva</td>
<td>} hīnva</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>keviti-bōya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goad</td>
<td>kevita</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>gon-kōtuva</td>
<td>atalossa</td>
<td>βeta-ahura</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handful</td>
<td>atalossa</td>
<td>at-baruva</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>hāvā</td>
<td>hā-embayā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hare</td>
<td>hāvā</td>
<td>kaṇ-gotuvā</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>gedara</td>
<td>nivahna-bōya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House</td>
<td>gedara</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>kūduva</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>rasa-bōya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaggery</td>
<td>hakuru</td>
<td>rahiṭiya</td>
<td>hakuru</td>
<td>bóvak</td>
<td>bóvak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little</td>
<td>tikak</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>boyak</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>sīrupuṇa (i.e. māgala)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mat</td>
<td>pedura</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>aturannā</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>vata-vannan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure</td>
<td>láha</td>
<td>goyiṣaya</td>
<td>yāla</td>
<td>yāla-goyiya</td>
<td>id.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money</td>
<td>kāsi</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>vata-vannan</td>
<td>vata-van</td>
<td>vata-vannan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This list is by no means complete. The language of the threshing-floor would form subject for a distinct paper.
† Mr. Ievers in C. A. S. Journ. 1880, p. 52.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Sinhalese (ordinary)</th>
<th>Kegalla District, Western Province</th>
<th>Rayigam Kóralé, Western Province</th>
<th>Siyanné Kóralé, Western Province</th>
<th>Galle District</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monkey (brown)</td>
<td>rilavá</td>
<td>kes-gahaná</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>rilavá</td>
<td>rilá-embayá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkey (grey)</td>
<td>vandurá</td>
<td>kalu-gediya</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>vandurá</td>
<td>gas-góná</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse deer</td>
<td>valmiya, mîminna</td>
<td>rabbodayá</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>valimuva</td>
<td>{ velimuva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>né</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>bóyi</td>
<td>tel</td>
<td>id.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>tel</td>
<td>vađu-diyanavá</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>tel</td>
<td>id.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paddy</td>
<td>vi</td>
<td>bêta</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>id.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pig</td>
<td>urá</td>
<td>hatarayá</td>
<td>hoṭabarîyá</td>
<td>urá</td>
<td>{ kalugediya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plantain</td>
<td>kesel-ken</td>
<td>kahaṭa-mal</td>
<td>vála-palam</td>
<td>kesel-kan</td>
<td>{ kalugedi-embayá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potatoe (sweet)</td>
<td>batala</td>
<td>bin-tamburu</td>
<td>batala</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>kiri-gedi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice (raw)</td>
<td>hál</td>
<td>pêhiyan</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>pubbûrûn</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice (cooked)</td>
<td>bat</td>
<td>pubbaruvan</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>habalapeti</td>
<td>javâdi-hál</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice (pounded)</td>
<td>habalapeti</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>vádi-hâl</td>
<td>bâna</td>
<td>lanu-bóya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rope (yoke)</td>
<td>bâna</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>vel-bóya</td>
<td>bâna</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt</td>
<td>lunu</td>
<td>miriyá</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>lunu</td>
<td>mîliyía</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sickle</td>
<td>dékêta</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>liyannavá</td>
<td>dékêta</td>
<td>liyannâva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoothing board</td>
<td>póruva</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>goyiya</td>
<td>poru-goyiya</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straw</td>
<td>piduru</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>međuvan</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>id.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunshine</td>
<td>avva</td>
<td>dêdiyâva</td>
<td>dêdiyâ</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>id.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco</td>
<td>dun-kola</td>
<td>rodu-kola</td>
<td>dun-kola</td>
<td>mat-karanava</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toddy</td>
<td>ra</td>
<td>bora-diya</td>
<td>bora-gaugula</td>
<td>titta-kola</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshing-floor</td>
<td>kamata</td>
<td>gauggula</td>
<td>kalawita</td>
<td>sudu-watura</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>watura</td>
<td>gauggula</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winnow</td>
<td>kulla</td>
<td>puravananava</td>
<td>bonavá</td>
<td>id.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drink</td>
<td>bonavá</td>
<td>udavu-karanavá</td>
<td>kotá-banava</td>
<td>jaya-karanavá</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eat</td>
<td>kanavá</td>
<td>sodaru-karanavá</td>
<td>ikman-karanavá</td>
<td>veja-vindinavá</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasten</td>
<td>ikman-karanavá</td>
<td>rat-karanavá</td>
<td>udavu-karanavá</td>
<td>jaya-karanavá</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light</td>
<td>pattu-karanavá</td>
<td>yallanavá</td>
<td>goyikam-karanavá</td>
<td>jaya-karanavá</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure</td>
<td>maninavá</td>
<td>liya-banava</td>
<td>kapanavá</td>
<td>liya-banava</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reap</td>
<td>kapanavá</td>
<td>madavanavá</td>
<td>ráhí-karanavá</td>
<td>kandu-karanavá</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack</td>
<td>gođa-gahanavá</td>
<td>bulaq-karanavá</td>
<td>pahinavá</td>
<td>madinavá</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thresh</td>
<td>págananavá</td>
<td>puravananavá</td>
<td>damanavá</td>
<td>molhambanavá</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winnows</td>
<td>pahinavá</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>sodaruva-goyikam-karanavá</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>damanavá</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: The table contains various terms related to agriculture and their corresponding meanings in a particular language.*
(8.)

**Bali, or Dues.**

Strictly speaking, orthodox Buddhists are enjoined to set apart from their "worldly goods" five dues (bali):—

1. *Rāja-baliya*, the tithe due to the king.
2. *Deva-baliya*, the portion offered to the gods.
3. *Nāti-baliya*, the share given to kinsfolk.
4. *Atithi-baliya*, the guests' or wayfarers' portions.
5. *Pubba-Prēta-baliya*, the portion allotted to the shades of the departed.

Of these bali, the first three are specially required of cultivators; the other two should be discharged by all persons.

The *Rāja-baliya* ought to be paid over in the field itself; the rest at home.

In former times grants of land were apportioned by the Kings to different *Devālēs* and Koyils, where distinct gods were not infrequently worshipped.

Thus, to this day, the adjoining hamlets of Kalutara, on the north and south of the Kalugānga, retain the names *Deśapura* or *Deśastara*, and *Vēlapura*. The former is said to derive its name from *Devasāstra*, a synonym of Vibhīsana, brother of Rāvana, the mythical ruler of Laṅka and abductor of Sīta; the latter from the war on the seaboard (*Vēlā*) in which Kanda Kumāra also rendered substantial aid to the bereaved Rāma against Rāvana. On this account it is asserted that Kataragama Deviyó is especially honoured south of the Kalugānga.*

---

(9.)

**Incantations used in Deviyānē Dānaya.**

(I.)—

There is a short incantation to the goddess Deviyānē which is not practised any longer.

*SuDKa!*

1. *Mādnāmītikā* *Pūja*:  
   *Sāmghandikā*  
   *Pūja*:  
   *Deśajā* *Pūjā*:  
   *Pūja*:  
   *Devī*  
   *Pūja*:  
   *Pūjā*  
   *Pūjā*  

* The above ingenious but fanciful derivations are given for what they are worth.
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2. The farmers in this region are accustomed to certain cultural practices related to paddy cultivation. These include:

- Setting the date for preparing the soil
- Preparing the seedlings
- Transplanting the seedlings
- Watering the paddy field
- Harvesting the paddy
- Storing the paddy

3. There are specific customs related to the preparation of the land for paddy cultivation. These include:

- Cleaning the field
- Weeding the field
- Fertilizing the field
- Irrigating the field

4. The farmers in this region are also accustomed to certain customs related to the harvesting of paddy. These include:

- Cutting the paddy
- Threshing the paddy
- Winnowing the paddy
- Storing the paddy

5. The farmers in this region are also accustomed to certain customs related to the storage of paddy. These include:

- Storing the paddy in a specific location
- Protecting the paddy from pests
- Ensuring the paddy is stored in a dry place

6. The farmers in this region also follow certain customs related to the preparation of the seedlings for paddy cultivation. These include:

- Selecting the seedlings
- Ensuring the seedlings are healthy
- Planting the seedlings at the right time

7. The farmers in this region also follow certain customs related to the preparation of the soil for paddy cultivation. These include:

- Ensuring the soil is fertile
- Ensuring the soil is suitable for paddy
- Ensuring the soil is well-drained

8. The farmers in this region also follow certain customs related to the irrigation of the paddy field. These include:

- Ensuring the field is well-watered
- Ensuring the water is clean
- Ensuring the water is available when needed

9. The farmers in this region also follow certain customs related to the protection of the paddy field. These include:

- Ensuring the field is protected from weeds
- Ensuring the field is protected from diseases
- Ensuring the field is protected from pests

These customs are important to ensure the successful cultivation of paddy in this region.
Namó Tassa Bhagavatō Arahato Sammá San Budhassa.

Permission!

1. Be thou Buddha to the end of a *kalpa*:
   Be thou Buddha for immeasurable time:
   Be thou Buddha whilst sun and moon exist:
   Be thou Buddha for a thousand full *kalpas*:
   for a thousand intermediate *kalpas*:
   for a thousand *samavarskaptana kalpas*:
   for a thousand *dya-varshaptana kalpas*!

2. O Sahampati, mighty lord Brāhma, who with one finger supportest these 10,000 universes (*sahwala*),
   accept our merits:
   pardon our offences:
   hear us!

3. O illustrious Vishnu, great heavenly king, who residest on Vayikundika Mount, listen to the prayers addressed to thee,
   accept our merits:
   &c., &c.

4. O Sakra, mighty king of heaven, lord of two god-worlds,
   accept our merits:
   &c., &c.

5. O great heavenly king *Iśvara*, the presiding deity of the *Iśvara* cycle of twenty years,
   accept our merits:
   &c., &c.

6. O great Vishnu, heavenly king, who art seatedst on the back of a full-grown *garuda*, of blue colour, of eminent valour, who measuredst out this *Laṅka* in three footsteps, when entrusted to thee by the heavenly king Sakra, during the existence of Buddhism, of our omniscient, true, and perfect Lord Buddha, Teacher of the Three Worlds (*Buddha-sesanaya*) that will last 5,500 years, to show to the inhabitants of this glorious *Laṅka* the path to the bliss of the great “death-ceasing” Nirvāna,
   accept our merits:
   &c., &c.

7. O Kataragama Kandaswámi, of the race of the four gods, Upulvan (Vishnu), Saman-boksalla, Vibhisana, and illustrious *Narâyana Kataragama Kandaswámi*, who presidest over Devundara Dévalé, Maha Kataragam Dévalé, Kudâ Kataragam Dévalé, Punnaswaram Dévalé, Sellandáwa, Rankanda, Ridikanda, Menikgaṅgáwa, Trinigagáva, Wala-végaṅgága, Tēmbilivimánaya, Kiri Vehera, listen with divine graciousness to the prayers addressed to thee,
   accept our merits:
   &c., &c.
8. O heavenly king Nāta, who hopest to become a Buddha when five
halpas have expired,

accept our merits:
&c., &c.

9. O heavenly king Saman, presiding over Samantaktuṭa Parvata
(Adam's Peak), Divaguhāva, sacred lorns-like Samanala Sripāda,
Sabaragamuwa Dévalé,

accept our merits:
&c., &c.

(II.)—

---

* This yadima—a very disjointed and hardly intelligible account of
Pattini's birth—is used during the "Kiriitaravima" ceremonial.
* A mere fragment in verse of the story of Pattini, recited subsequent to
the *yadina* given above. For a fuller account of the goddess see the
*Pattini-malla.*
8. "Parted from my spouse, I am left alone:  
   Left to stifle my heart's love:  
   Left with the grief born on that day—"  
   Thus mourneth Pattini.

9. "My spouse has gone to trade  
   To the great city Madura.  
   How many gows is it distant?  
   Say, Kali; comfort me.

10. "Like the hare in moon midst,  
    So lived we in fond love.  
    My spouse is a good helpmate;  
    Why comes he not to this day?"

11. "Offered they not for the bracelets?  
    Has change come o'er his mind?  
    Or mayhap some other sorrow  
    Has delayed my lord."

12. Wiping tears that well in her oyes,  
    Cheeks, body, back, all,  
    E'en to her foot's sole,  
    Lifeless as a log remain.

13. To milk the cow she forbiddeth,  
    Though the calves stand lowing;  
    Breaking the pinfolds they burst forth,  
    By tens they scamper home.

<p>| | | | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. | "Parted from my spouse, I am left alone:  
   Left to stifle my heart's love:  
   Left with the grief born on that day—"  
   Thus mourneth Pattini. |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |
| 2. | "My spouse has gone to trade  
   To the great city Madura.  
   How many gows is it distant?  
   Say, Kali; comfort me. |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |
| 3. | "Like the hare in moon midst,  
    So lived we in fond love.  
    My spouse is a good helpmate;  
    Why comes he not to this day? |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |
| 4. | "Offered they not for the bracelets?  
    Has change come o'er his mind?  
    Or mayhap some other sorrow  
    Has delayed my lord." |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |
| 5. | Wiping tears that well in her oyes,  
    Cheeks, body, back, all,  
    E'en to her foot's sole,  
    Lifeless as a log remain. |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |
| 6. | To milk the cow she forbiddeth,  
    Though the calves stand lowing;  
    Breaking the pinfolds they burst forth,  
    By tens they scamper home. |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |
7. The ground is hoed and neatly trimmed,
Pure white sand brought and strewn;
For the advent feast of holy Pattini,
Descend to this city dispelling evil!

8. By *irdi* with the bracelets she came;
By *irdi* came she on foot;
By *irdi* the bracelets shone like fire.
Guard and bless us, Pattini!

9. O sun god! accept our milk offering:
Pardon the faults thou knowest:
Bestow happiness on these patients:
O Sun god! accept our milk offering.

10. O Moon god! & c.
15. O Vibhisana! & c.
17. O Pattini! & c.
NOTES ON PADDY CULTIVATION CEREMONIES IN THE
RATNAPURA DISTRICT (NAWADUN AND
KURUWITI KORALES).

By ANANDA K. COOMARASWAMY, B.Sc.

The following notes are intended merely to supplement
the information already available on the subject of Paddy
Cultivation Ceremonies; they are based on observations and
inquiries made at various places within ten miles of Ratnapura. The customs are slowly dying out, and are often
neglected or forgotten by the younger generation. In one
place one part, in another other parts, of the ceremonial
procedure may be observed.

The kamat-holla or threshing-floor song forms the main
feature of this Paper; it is of much interest, as giving full details
of the proper preparation of the arak or talisman that is
deposited in the arakwala or "arak-hole" in the threshing-
floor. I believe there may be other versions of some parts of
the song, as I have heard verses sung in which Gana deviyé
(Ganésha) and, I think, other gods were also invoked. It is.

1 See especially—
H. C. P. Bell, "Sipahose Customs and Ceremonies connected with
No. 26, 1883, pp. 44-98.
H. C. P. Bell, "Paddy Cultivation Ceremonies in the Four Koraies,
And also—
R. W. Levès, "Customs and Ceremonies connected with Paddy Cultiva-
tion," ibid., vol. VI., No. 21, 1890, pp. 46-52.
J. P. Lewis, "Tamil Customs and Ceremonies connected with Paddy
J. P. Lewis, "The Language of the Threshing-floor," ibid., vol. VIII.
No. 29, 1884, pp. 257-270.
C. J. R. Lê Mesurier, "Customs and Superstitions connected with the
Cultivation of Rice in the Southern Province of Ceylon," Journal R.A.S. in
Great Britain, vol. XVII. (N.S.), 1886, pp. 666-672.
H. C. P. Bell, "Superstitious Ceremonies connected with the Cultivation
H. Nevill, "An early Arak-gala or Threshing-floor Charm," Tapro-
by no means generally well known, and often only a few verses can be sung. It is chanted line by line by some old man who knows it well, and repeated after him in chorus by the men at work, while the paddy is being trodden out. The effect of the whole scene on a bright moonlight night is very impressive. It is difficult to set down the notes on which the words are intoned or chanted, as unless a man is a good singer he does not keep constantly to the same air; and the members of the chorus often sing together in several different keys at once. Nevertheless the effect is good. The following is, with many variations, one of the airs to which the words are sung:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Muduné ya - na} & \quad \text{yon ra - ju - ná}
\end{align*}
\]

There are a number of euphemistic terms of the usual character employed, e.g., ꞌකොෂාඩාඩා, to cut. There are also many technical agricultural terms. The song must be a very ancient one, and is handed down by word of mouth; so far as I know it has never yet been printed.

I give also seven charms that are used to protect the grain from various injuries or to promote its general growth. One of the charms (No. 8) is referred to in verse 5 of the kamat-hēlla.

Finally there is briefly described a "fire-walking ceremony," intended to promote the general welfare of the village as well as the abundance of crops. This is, however, less directly connected with the cultivation.

The words of the kamat-hēlla are given, with some corrections in spelling,* as written down for me by an old man at Niriëlla, about five miles from Ratnapura, this year. It is sung while threshing is going on, but not, of course, continuously the whole time. At the conclusion all the cultivators shout āndu āndu (?) and heri heri.

* For these I am indebted to Mudaliyr J. D. Abegoonewardene and Mudaliyr A. Mendis Gunasekara.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1.     | ...
| 2.     | ...
| 3.     | ...
| 4.     | ...
| 5.     | ...
| 6.     | ...
| 7.     | ...

---

1. **hēlla** (from *sella*, a contraction of *phella*).
2. Perhaps *deviyō* is meant, but as it stands [in the MS. *s*]; but *c* is not a letter belonging to pure *Pila* in which poetry was written, although it is not infrequently found in Kandyan MSS. the words mean "all the gods." I have heard other words sung in which *Geneva* deviyō was also mentioned.
3. "Having offered milk." This refers to a *kema* or charm, for an account of which see below, No. 6.
4. "At the milk-entering time," *i.e.*, when the young grains are becoming filled with soft milky endosperm before the grain sets.
5. The auspicious hour may be determined by a regular astrologer or by an ordinary cultivator acquainted with astrology. For further particulars see H. C. P. Bell, *Journal, C.B.R.A.S.*, vol. VIII., No. 26, p. 78.
1. The strength of refuge in Buddha,  
The strength of refuge in Dhamma,  
The strength of refuge in the Sangha—  
In these three refuges is the strength of the threshing floor:

2. Where the sun god appears  
There will remain no dew drops,  
Where the moon god appears  
There will remain no darkness.

3. Where the great tuskers are tied up  
There will remain no tree stumps,  
Where all the gods appear  
There will be no mishaps,

4. At the time of sowing paddy and seed paddy,  
When it waxes parrot green,  
Turning in the water to the right degree—  
When the seed is just maturing in the ear,

5. Turning in the water to the level of the balk,  
And having offered milk at the milk-entering time,  
The ears bending towards the East—  
At the time the paddy ripens,

6. Having found out a good hour and reaped the paddy,  
Having chosen a good place for the threshing-floor,  
Having found out a good hour and weeded it,  
And drawn creepers round the floor,

7. Having in a circle scraped the threshing-floor,  
Having made and put the sheaves together into ketakamula,  
And gathered into wattamalu all around,  
And having purified the threshing-floor.

"\(\text{Jouns.},\) reaped; this word is used euphemistically to avoid the harsher term \(\text{saCSi},\) cut.

"\(\text{P. Lewis, Journal, C.B.R.A.S., vol. VIII., p. 312; and H. C. P. Bell, ib., vol. VIII., p. 48, for references to a "guard cord." Such do not appear to be actually used.}

"\("And put together into ketakamula," i.e., arranged the sheaves in cocks previous to stacking in regular wattamalu.

"\(\text{Wattamalu. These are the stacks in which the paddy is arranged ready for threshing. They are ring-shaped, with a central space big enough for a man to stand in; the paddy is arranged with the ears pointing inwards.}

"\("Purified." This refers to cow-dunging the floor and sprinkling it with "milk" made of sandalwood ground with coconut milk."
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8. **The arak is a talisman protecting the threshing-floor from charms or any misfortunes; its theoretical ingredients are detailed in verses 9 to 16. In practice most of these are omitted; the arecanuts, the sickle, the arak-ballu, and the ears of paddy at least are used, and often some other of the more easily obtained objects, such as the hadurn leaves, young jak fruit, the metals and gems, and also a gun-gore if there is one to be had, which is often not the case.**

9. **Gonkanuwa, the bull post, is an areca tree planted firmly in the centre of the floor, and to which the bulls are fastened while they are driven round it in a circle.**

10. **Galaufunwa (the correct form would be Galaufunwa, from Sihalese galaufunwa, a pair or team of oxen, and connected with Tamil ṣṟa, to drive). This is the jungle rope by which the bulls are fastened to the bull post; at one end is a loop passing round the post; the other end is fastened to the rope by which the bulls are yoked together. The number of bulls used varies from four to twelve, the latter being the full complement; they are yoked in two sets of six each, and**

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Arak</td>
<td>Talisman protecting the threshing-floor from charms or any misfortunes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Gonkanuwa</td>
<td>Bull post, an areca tree planted firmly in the centre of the floor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Galaufunwa</td>
<td>Jungle rope by which the bulls are fastened to the bull post.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>The ingredients of the arak are detailed in verses 9 to 16.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>The bulls are yoked in two sets of six each.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 The arak is a talisman protecting the threshing-floor from charms or any misfortunes; its theoretical ingredients are detailed in verses 9 to 16. In practice most of these are omitted; the arecanuts, the sickle, the arak-ballu, and the ears of paddy at least are used, and often some other of the more easily obtained objects, such as the hadurn leaves, young jak fruit, the metals and gems, and also a gun-gore if there is one to be had, which is often not the case.

2 Gonkanuwa, the bull post, is an areca tree planted firmly in the centre of the floor, and to which the bulls are fastened while they are driven round it in a circle.

3 Galaufunwa (the correct form would be Galaufunwa, from Sihalese galaufunwa, a pair or team of oxen, and connected with Tamil ṣṟa, to drive). This is the jungle rope by which the bulls are fastened to the bull post; at one end is a loop passing round the post; the other end is fastened to the rope by which the bulls are yoked together. The number of bulls used varies from four to twelve, the latter being the full complement; they are yoked in two sets of six each, and
8. (Having made) in the middle of the threshing-floor an arak-hole.
(And set up) a bull post in the middle of it,
And on its end a puwak flower,
(And round) for the bull post a galaotuwa,

9. Having got some dawa.ta pilila,
Having got some dehi pilila,
Having got some nuga pilila,
Having got some bulut pilila,

10. Having got some dodam pilila,
Having got some išuk pilila,
Having got some goyam pilila,
Having got these seven pilila,

11. Having got the urak bellă,
Having brought seven red ripe arecanuts,
And also seven leaves of kaduru,
Having brought a very young waraká jak fruit,

12. Having got as well the góřë of a buffalo,
And also having got the góřë of a cobra,
And also having got the góřë of a goat,
And also having got the góřë of a horse.

follow each other round the post trampling out the corn. They are driven
by boys, who catch what is voided in the basal leaf sheaths of the areca palm
and throw it away from the floor.

1 Pilila, i.e., Loranthus, a parasite resembling honeysuckle, common on
many trees in Ceylon; the trees mentioned are dawa.ta (Carallia integrerrimna
DC.), dehi (lime), nuga (Ficus altissima, Bl. var. laceifera Roxb.), bulut (batel)
dodam (orange); but I do not know what the pilila of išuk (Imperata
arundinacea, Cyr.) or paddy can be. Išuk leaves are, however, put into the
arakwala, perhaps as a substitute.

2 The arak-bellă is a seven-fingered apoorhais-like marine shell, placed
with the arak in the arakwala, apparently corresponding to the mutta of

3 Kaduru, Tabernamontana dichotoma, Roxb.

7 There are two kinds of jak fruit, waraká and welu; the former, being
firm textured and of a golden colour, is preferable to the latter, which
is soft.
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14. The gorē of a bull; some bulls have a habit of licking their bodies so hair gets on the tongue and ultimately finds its way to the stomach and forms there a matted ball. Such bulls are said to be unable to flow, or at least not to do so properly. The ball of hair may be emitted from the mouth, and is called gorē; one that I obtained was about two inches in diameter. The gorē of the other hairy animals mentioned must be analogous. The cobra's gorē may possibly refer to the stone or gem which is said to be put out of the mouth and to provide a light, within the
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13. And also having got the \textit{gôrê} of a tusker
And also having got the \textit{gôrê} of a bull
And also having got the \textit{gôrê} of a deer
These seven \textit{gôra} having got;

14. Having taken gold and silver,
Taken (also) brass and copper,
And taken bronze and steel,
And an iron sickle having taken,

15. As many sorts of gems as possible,
And one pearl having chosen out,
And coral also having taken,
Having taken all things told of here,

16. Having found out a good hour and put the \textit{ara}k in
And put some paddy also in the arak-hole,
And over it some ears of paddy,
As here is stated, making no mistake,

17. And having brought the cattle on the threshing-floor.
And taken in your hand a \textit{biñavel}.
And duly yoked (the beasts) together,
Standing mindful of the gods—

18. (Say) O Bull king, going on the top,
\textit{O Weřiya}, going next him,
And young bull \textit{Kalâta} not yet gelded.
Quickly get the threshing done:

19. I will get your two horns gilded,
Get your two ears decked with pearls,
Your dew claws also decked with pearls,
In this way I will deck you.

\textit{Radius} of which the cobra moves about. The \textit{gôrê} of an elephant is said
to be something found in the tooth. In practice only the \textit{gon-gôrê} is
used, and even this is often not available; a man who owns one is able to
hire it out for use on different threshing-floors. See also H. C. P. Bell,

\textit{Beta}, \textit{i.e.}, a handful of paddy from last year's crop.

\textit{Giyam}, \textit{i.e.}, paddy in the ear (from the present crop).

\textit{Binyał}, the jungle rope or creeper used for yoking buffalo (actually
however \textit{wentiyl} is generally used).

This line gives the key to the spirit of the whole song.

\textit{Hnavere}, shortened form of \textit{havere}, \textit{havere}. 
20. Bulls that wander by the hillsides,
Yoked together with the kalawel,
Wearing pearls and coral beads,
And eating kiri mucin,
21. The paddy in the upper field,
The paddy in the lower field,
The paddy in the stores and barns,
Draw and fill into this threshing-floor.

The following further details may be noted with regard to
threshing:—

Andukikirima ceremony.—This ceremony, known under this
name (සැකෑණිසිස්), is rarely performed so far as I can learn.
It was carefully described to me by a man from Godigomuwa and stated to be performed in the Gilimalé district.
(From the same man I obtained also the charms given below,
the directions being very clearly written out and made clear
by means of excellent descriptive diagrams.)

After the arak has been placed in the arakwala the
following objects are represented in ashes on the floor:

1 Kalawel, Dorris scandens, Benth.
2 Muditu means the segments of a fruit, especially ripe jak fruit;
here, however, the real word is යෙළ් mada, and the යෙළ් lu, is added for the
sake of rhyme. The muditu is a creeper, of which there are two or more
varieties recognized. The kiri mada or sweet mada mentioned here is one
(Ipomoea, sp., probably I. cymosa, R.) the leaves of which are given to very
young buffaloes when they are first weaned, and also to sick buffaloes.
3 The last verse is practically identical with the lines quoted by Mr.
with those quoted by Mr. Lewis, ib., vol. VIII., pp. 269, 270.
4 These MSS. as well as that of the kamat-kella have been handed over to
the C.B.R.A.S.
sickle, conch, scraper (póruva), billhook (keti), and two brooms (panba kossa and idala kossa).

Subsequently four goyiyo recite the following charm as they walk three times round the floor. Two goyiyo take deti (pitchforks) and lay them across the backs of their necks and hook their elbows in them: a third man does the same, but with straw hanging from the ends of the deti. The fourth man carries a goad for driving bulls. The words recited are as follows:

Gold deti, silver deti, geta demata, nika, pila, wará deti, of those, five deti taking, (and) of these, five deti taking, that galboda this galboda crying, black daughter, black calf and heifer, goyiyo that guard this floor. They take well-threshed paddy, they toss the unthreshed paddy and let the grain fall. Goyiyo that guard this floor are working, the gods keep watch. Peace, peace!

This is an interesting variant of the formula given by Mr. Bell (Journal, C.B.R.A.S., vol. VIII., p. 50).

Another use of ashes.—After the corn is all threshed and the straw removed, in the night, it is left on the threshing-floor, occupying the centre of it, and is protected by a single continuous ring of ashes round it.

Winnowing.—After threshing is completed a tall bamboo is set up close to the gonkanuwa and cross bars erected at a convenient height, and over the top cadjans to keep off the sun; this erection is called ṣi ṣiyO nde late, wi hulangé arina katiré; the winnower climbs up on to the cross bars and takes the paddy in a kulha and gently sifts it over the edge, so that the grains of paddy fall just below him while the chaff is blown away by a slight breeze.

1 Pila, Tephrosia purpurea, Pers. ; Wará, Callidris giganta; geta, demata, Gmelina asiatica. The other trees not certain.
2 Galboda, rocky ridge or line of rocks.
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Threshing by men.—Even in the same field part of the paddy may be threshed by buffaloes and other part by men; the latter being too poor to possess buffaloes and unwilling to give a share of paddy due for their hire.

Charms.

The following charms are used to avert various disasters, or merely to promote the general growth of the crop:

(1) If the young paddy plants die off.—A plantain tree is set up in the middle of the field and decorated with young cocoanut leaves and areca flowers and two lighted torches, one on each side of the tree. The kattaadiyad must enter the field from the east side, and after completing the charm leave it on the west. A little fowl's blood in a leaf cup (gotuwa) is placed on each side of the entrance. The kattaadiyad must wear a clean cloth and go to and from the field alone without speaking; this applies to all the charms here described.

(2) If the plants are eaten by rats.—A tatuwa is prepared and five kinds of flowers offered on it and a lighted buffaloghee lamp placed on it. A thread spun by a virgin is taken and knotted seven times, and the following charm repeated seven times for each knot, after which the charmed thread is burned in the field and left there.

Om! holy! Guttila—rats quarrels destroy: Gurulu god hail! hail! hail to Om! I will tie you, I will kill you, begone! Oh god, begone! Om! I bow before the “sin-destroyer's” (Buddha's) foot, hail!

Of this, the first part is Sanskrit, the middle Tamil, and the end Sinhalese.

(3) If the ears die off at the time of flowering.—Place on the latuwa (lit. flower betel shelf) seven betel leaves, seven lamp wicks, seven leaf cups of milk
(3) ; then whistling (ඉංංංං) thrice proceed northwards, and when near the boundary of the field clap the hands behind the back three times and spend that night only in a place where there are no other persons.

(4) If while ants eat the roots.—Take a handful of sand from an untrodden place and repeat the charm (ඉංංංං) "Oṃ! holy! Bahirawa—burst up, hail!" a hundred and eight times over a little sand and throw it away in the field.

(5) If the plants are sucked by flies (ඉංංංං).—Place four lime thorns in the four corners of the field; put live lime sticks in the middle of the field, and taking a little king cocoanut oil repeat the charm (ඉංංංං) "Oṃ Muni! great Muni, by the order of Aṅgulimāla Théra1 relinquish your rights here, run! run! hail!" nine times over a little of the oil, then light a lamp and go away.

(6) හංංං, Kirikema, to promote the flow of milky sap into the young grains at the "milk-entering time" (ඉංංංං).

Take a forked rukattuna stick (ඉංංංං) and decorate it with young cocoanut leaves and areca flowers; on Saturday evening clear a place near a jak tree, sprinkling sandalwood milk-water (ඉංංංං), and make an enclosure with young cocoanut leaves ready for the ceremony; next day go before the crow caws (ඉංංංං), and taking a little milk from the jak tree put it "in a leaf cup" (ඉංංංං); into the same vessel put milk of kaduru,1 daṇḍik, cocoanut, and del; then taking these fivesorts of milk and a little kṣu-duḍu, suḍu-duḍu (spices), suṭu-lāṁu

---

1 Aṅgulimāla Théra.—In the Aṅgulimāla Sūtra, Aṅgulimāla was a man who killed 999 persons and made a garland of their fingers (whence his name). He was converted by Buddha, and became a priest and attained Nirvāṇa.

2 Rukattuna, Alstonia scholartia, Brown.

3 Badaga = bhāka, a prop; cf. galāqumā in verse 8 of the kamat-khilla.
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(garlic), perunkāyan (assafoetida), grind them together and put into a king cocoanut and take it to the field. Set up the rukattana stick; make with young cocoanut leaves five chains of five links each, and with them join the rukattana stick to five bamboo sticks set round about it. Then set the king cocoanut on the fork of the rukattana stick, and take three paddy plants from three sides and put the ears into the king cocoanut, and pour the five kinds of milk into it, and place seven kañhuru leaves over it and tie iluki leaves, and go away without speaking to a lonely place. Three days afterwards go to the field and untie the aforesaid ears and come away. Then the milk will enter. At the stile at the entrance to the field on either side of it fasten two young cocoanut-leaf chains of three links each. It is usual also to stick the king cocoanut on the fence.

This kirikema is the charm referred to in verse 5 of the kamat-ṭilla; it is something like one described by Mr. Bell (Orientalist, loc. cit.) as being used at the same time and for the same purpose in connection with the cultivation of el-wi.

(7) Charm against wild animals.—Write the following antra on an ola and put it at the fence where they come in:—

\[ \text{\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{⅃} & \text{⅗} & \text{⅘} & \text{⅘} & \text{⅘} \\
\hline
\text{⅘} & \text{⅘} & \text{⅘} & \text{⅘} & \text{⅘} \\
\hline
\text{⅘} & \text{⅘} & \text{⅘} & \text{⅘} & \text{⅘} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}} \]

\[ \text{⅘} \]

\[ \text{⅘} \]

\[ \text{⅘} \]

\[ \text{⅘} \]

\[ \text{⅘} \]

\[ \text{⅘} \]

\[ \text{⅘} \]

\[ \text{⅘} \]

\[ \text{⅘} \]

\[ \text{⅘} \]
The last ceremony which I describe is of a different character, and less directly connected with cultivation. It is of special interest on account of the fire-walking, which, I believe, has never been previously recorded as Sinhalese.

Ginimaduwa, or fire-walking (කිණිමාදුව). I witnessed the performance of this at Niriella in March of this year. It is performed at irregular intervals (four or five years) with the general object of ensuring health and prosperity for the village and abundant crops. The expenses are borne by general subscription. A large rectangular area is railed in with young coconut-leaf fencing on a dry field. Inside this two temporary houses are erected, and three separate unroofed altars called toran: the larger building (A) covers a fourth toran (G), that of Pattini deviyó; the others are dedicated to Kataragam deviyó (D), Dewol deviyó (E), and Wálaha deviyó (F). These altars are beautifully decorated with cut-out patterns in young coconut leaf laid on a background of habaralu (Alocasia macrorhiza, Schott) leaf.

The proceedings are in charge of a kapurala, who brings the ābarana of Pattini deviyó with him from the dāvālē. Before dark a number of milla (Vitex altissima) logs are brought in procession, ready for the fire.
PADDY CULTIVATION CEREMONIES.

The ritual begins at about eight. The ābarāṇa are kept in the smaller building (kōvil), which is an upstair building on a small scale. The kapurāḷa is in the top storey, and the ābarāṇa are wound up in a great turban and arranged on his head. The largest of the three elephants available was brought alongside, and the kapurāḷa with some difficulty climbed on to its back without upsetting the erection on his head. A procession of three elephants, tom-tom beaters, dancers, and boys with lighted candles then proceeded round the field outside the enclosure. On returning, the kapurāḷa dismounted outside the larger building, and very slowly and solemnly conveyed the ābarāṇa (which was kept in round lac-painted boxes) to the Pattini torana within. Each elephant was made to kneel towards the altar before being led away.

There were eight dancers, wearing coats and skirts with good appliqué decoration (two of the coats were embroidered with cobras), and also belts, turbans, and bell-covered leggings. The operation of dressing was very casually performed in public, and several were not ready until the ceremony had begun some time. The remainder of the night was occupied with songs and offerings (betel), &c., made to the ābarāṇa, and dances both under cover and outside. The fire dance with dummala dust was very well done, an interesting and beautiful variation being seen when the men stooped opposite each other and threw fire over each other's heads. These fire dances on a dark night are really splendid. The men also repeatedly extinguished the burning torches in their mouths.

Towards morning a fire is lit and burns down to red hot glowing ashes, which are arranged in a circle about a yard in diameter; the ashes are about 6 in. thick in the middle and 1 in. at the edge. The heat is tested from time to time by laying a spray of areca flower on the ashes. Presently the chief kapurāḷa present (in this case a man who had arrived unexpectedly, and not the officiating kapurāḷa) jumps first on the red hot ashes two or three times, and finally all the dancers and the kapurāḷa do so until they are extinguished.
The chief kapurăla above-mentioned alone seemed as if he felt pain, but no one seemed the worse after the performance was over; even the chief kapurăla set off at once, carrying a heavy load and walked seven miles without inconvenience. Afterwards a kalagediya of water, its mouth tied over with a leaf, is inverted in the ashes, and after the kapurăla has attended to the altars and packed up the abaranu the ceremony is over at about 7 A.M.

So far as I am aware no treatment was given to the fire-walkers' feet beforehand; however, this could have been done, as I did not watch the proceedings right through. The dancers themselves state that they are protected by mantrams; it is, however, more or less generally supposed that some sort of "medicine" is used. Iron smelters in a similar way have a custom of jumping on the red hot iron when it is made; this was done before Mr. Thurn a few years ago at Balangoda. I must say the fire-walking was not a very alarming performance, and it seemed to be possible that well hardened feet would not in any case suffer much by it. Several of the men started off immediately for a ceremony in another village. I regret that I am unable to give a more detailed and particular account of the whole performance, with the words of the songs.

In conclusion, I wish to thank Mr. J. D. Abegoonewardene, Court Mudaliyar at Ratnapura, for his invaluable help in Englishing the Sinhalese. One other point I should like to say a word about, viz., that all of the eight Papers referred to above as dealing with the present subject have been written by foreigners, for whom such investigations must always be difficult and laborious. It is surprising that no Ceylonese has cared to take up these studies, and publish some account of the many interesting customs which are now dying out in the more civilized districts. The collection of agricultural, religious, and other songs, with the airs to which they are sung, is particularly needed: if their study is too long neglected, they will be sought in vain when interest in such matters is at last awakened, as is bound to happen sooner or later.
SUPERSTITIOUS CEREMONIES CONNECTED WITH THE
CULTIVATION OF ALVI OR HILL PADDY
By H.C.P. Bell

“The cultivation of paddy [in the Sabaragamuva District] is of two kinds: sowing upon cleared land upon the hill-side, and sowing in swamps where land has been prepared by irrigation. The latter is the kind of cultivation more generally employed, and the lands used for the purpose can be sown from season to season and year to year, whereas the hill paddy, as it is called, will only grow upon a soil which has been many years undisturbed, and upon which the exuberant vegetation must be allowed to spring up and grow for a lengthened period before it can be again used for this cultivation.

“Hill-paddy, of which there are many kinds, is sown in June. Six months suffice to bring to maturity the following kinds: rat-al-vi, batu-kiri-al-vi, gonabaru-al-vi, muduhiri-al—vi, layinn-al-vi, voyikola-al-vi, whilst pallayi-al-vi grows so rapidly that it ripens in three months. Hill-paddy is never sown more frequently than once a year.

“It is planted upon land which has been under forest or very full-grown chena for many years, it is so exhausting a crop, or the land is naturally so poor in the ingredients for cereal production, that every crop taken requires newly cleared land. Artificial manure is never applied; the ashes of the wood fires alone assist the fertility of the soil. Chenas are largely cultivated in the Kuruvita, Navadum, Kukulu and Atakalan Koralas in the Sabaragamuva District. The crop of hill-paddy suffers more from drought than the grain cultivated in swamps; indeed any deficiency in the seasonable moisture is sure to result in a total failure of the crops. When the land is moderately good and the season propitious, the return from this cultivation is generally ten fold.

“The work is generally conducted by the inhabitants of the village together, who share equally in the produce; the women do their share of the work in weeding and harvesting, also in carrying the brush off the land to be used for firewood. It is computed that the labour of two men in this cultivation will produce sufficient for

1 Originally intended to form an appendix to the paper “Sinhalese customs and ceremonies connected with paddy cultivation in the low country” contributed to the Ceylon As. Soc. journ. No.26, 1883.
The subsistence of three persons. Swamps paddy is more prolific and the labour of cultivation easier, the labour of one man being supposed to be sufficient to raise the food of three and often more. The same superstitious ceremonies are observed with reference to the operations as described above [of the low country].”

The concluding statement is somewhat misleading. Whilst similar in general character to those in vogue where swamp paddy is grown, the ceremonies attendant on the cultivation of al-vi exhibit several unique features.

One or more of the cultivators who have decided on clearing a spot in the jungle first go to an astrologer (Nakat-rala) with the necessary offering of betel leaves and areca-nuts and say: “This (Maha) season we propose to cultivate such a land (naming it). You should therefore calculate and tell us whether or no Saturn’s evil influence (Senasurudistiya) be upon that land.” The astrologer according to his lights informs the cultivator of the advantage or disadvantages that will attend the undertaking.

If the prediction be favourable betel leaves and areca-nut are again taken to the same astrologer on a subsequent day and a “Lucky hour” (nakata) ascertained at which to commence cutting down the trees and scrub (val-gevadima). On the day fixed the intending cultivator of that portion of land after partaking of sweet cakes (kavun) and “milk-rice” (kiri-bat) prepared for the occasion, set out with their faces turned in the auspicious direction named by the astrologer. Should a house lizard (huna) cry as they are starting or if on their way they meet with such ill-omens (badha) as a person carrying dead wood or injurious weapons (hadi-avuda), a rat snake athwart the path, or a wood-pecker (karala), they either give up the cultivation of that particular land or, more often, refrain from going there on that day and start again at another nakata.

On the other hand should they encounter such pleasing objects as milk cows (kiri denun) or women who have milk (kiri mavun), they proceed with gladness and confidence. When they reach the land the lucky hour is awaited; at it they turn their faces towards the quarter the astrologer had fixed and crying out “Ha, poura, hondaiy, Deyiyanne pihitayi,” “Hail! happy start, God speed (the work),” commence clearing a little of the jungle. This done they return home.

The work of clearing having been begun at the nakata, the cultivators at their convenience (say a day or two later) continue it, first cutting down the lower portion of the land (pavullanava). The upper portion is left under forest, and ultimately felled with the assistance of two or more men brought by each shareholder.

If any of the cultivators fails to do his share of the clearing he has to make it up by getting the assistance of his neighbours to work on the land on a certain fixed day. The usual and more ancient manner in which a cultivator solicits such aid is by personally interviewing his friends at their houses with a present of betel and saying, “On such a day (naming it) the clearing of the jungle in my hena will be done; be pleased to assist me in the work.”

On the appointed day the persons who agreed to help proceed to the land early in the morning and before the work begins, the cultivator gives them breakfast (hil bat; hila) sent there from his house. In the preparation of this meal it is said that the quantity of rice boiled is limited to an avaliya (1/4 measure) for each individual of the working party (kayiya). After this meal and a chew of betel, they set to work and continue to cut down the jungle till sun-turn when they eat the midday meal (daval bata). This consists of a measure of rice for each man and two or three curries.

They cut and trample down the jungle (val paganava; hemun karanava) in this manner for about 15 days; and whilst so engaged encase their feet in buffalo hide as a protection from thorns.

After the sun has thoroughly dried the felled jungle, on a Sunday, a Thursday, or a ritta-day 3 all the cultivators of the hena proceed thither and at mid-day set fire (gini pavallanava) to it on the lower side. The burn is enlivened by incessant cries of “hari, hariye” under the belief that noise causes fire to burn more rapidly and with greater effect. When the flames die out they return home.

Allowing 15 or 20 days for the ground to cool another nakata is ascertained for the complete clearing of the land. Bon-fires are made in several places with the wood remaining unburnt (mala gahanava) and a shed (pala) put up in the centre of

---

3 Ritta day - There are 6 rittas in a lunar month, two of each kind. 
Jalavaka rittā - 4th and 19th day. Navavaka rittā - 9th and 24th day. 
Tudusvaka rittā - 14th and 29th day.

4 Al derived from Sans, sali, rice in general; sal, hal, hal and finally al; Vi from Sans, vrihi or Pali vihi.
the hena for the cultivators to rest in during the heat of the day. Some of the men dig up the earth with hoes, women and children following to break the sods and pick out stones. Others of the cultivators ascertaining a lucky hour commence to fence in the land (danduvata bandinava) with a double row of wooden posts erected in pairs a yard or so apart, and logs laid across them slantingly. One man at a nakata prescribed by the same astrologer sows the first handful of paddy (biju vadanava) as a prelude to the sowing of paddy in that hena. At the exact spot where the paddy was first sown he puts into the ground a yam plant (habarala) or a cocoanut or an arecanut flower.

When these preliminaries have been completed and the sowing time arrives all the cultivtors sow the hill-paddy (al-vi) and finish off the fencing previously begun. From this time until the young paddy plants shoot up, one or more of the cultivators (with a number of boys, if possible,) have always to be present in the hena to prevent birds and other grain destroyers from rooting up the seed.

When the paddy is about 6 weeks old grubs in turn attack it. At this period too, if the rainfall is heavy, the plants are liable to another disease called in Sinhalese ala-kola-rogaya (lit. "root and leaf disease"), caused by the rotting of the plants in the water.

To avert these mishaps a kema or charm called nava nilla (?)nine herbs) is prepared. Getting together nine nili (?)green) branches, nine bamboo-canies, each wrapped in nine tender coconut leaves, and an unel plantain leaf, or, failing that, a navari plantain leaf the Kattadiya (charmer) goes at midday to the hena. In the centre of it he fixes the bamboo-canies; then taking two of them, one in each hand, without uttering a sound he plants them in the earth at the exit-stile of the hena. The cultivators have hung beforehand a packet containing untasted kiri-bat at that stile, and watch unobserved.

Should this kema prove ineffectual, a peculiar species of oil is distilled for a further charm. Mustard and cummin seed (black and white) are well ground, and mixed with five kinds of wax and five of oil. These ingredients with the milk of a king-cocoanut are put into a new chatty and all boiled together. In this oleaginous mixture three small torches are soaked and stuck into three oranges. Three habarala leaves are then smeared with the wax and dila at the north-east, the centre, and the lowest side (pavula) of the hena, one lighted torch being placed over each leaf. The charmer must perform this kema at dusk (gomman keli velava), and return home in silence by a path other than that he came by.
At the weeding time again the same astrologer is resorted to fix a lucky hour for the commencement of that portion of the work. Women do the weeding (*nelunalanavu*): after that no female dare enter the *hena*. The cultivators themselves in going to the *hena* should be free from *kilikuna* (uncleanness), and should abstain from such flesh and fish as are considered to be unclean, viz., pork, peacocks, monkey, *magura* fish, and all creatures whose names end in *ran* in the plural.

Some two months thereafter the plants begin to blossom. Flies then swarm over them in myriads and suck the sweet juice of the tender paddy flowers. As a preventive the cultivators at a *nakata* prescribed by the astrologer resort to a device termed *kem palali lama*. From the gum of the jack tree and oil is made a paste called *dorolla*; with this young bamboo twigs are smeared and dragged along the tops of the plants by men walking on the ridges of the *hena*, and the flies that touch the sticks are caught. Winnows daubed with the same substance are similarly used for the purpose.

When the blossoming season is over the ceremony of sprinkling the five kinds of milk (*pas-kiri vakkanavu*) is performed. The sap of the ruk-attana (astonia scholaris), *kaduru* (*Strychnos nur vomica*), *del* and *jak*, trees is taken and mixed with cocoanut milk. Meanwhile in the middle of the *hena* nine bamboos have been planted, and to each nine tender cocoanut leaves tied. A king cocoanut is then cut open at the bottom and an ear of corn being plucked from the *hena* is put inside the cocoanut and the "five kinds of milk" are also poured into it and the opening of the nut closed with the piece that was cut off. Then it is placed on the centre bamboo—the eight other bamboos surrounding it. This ceremony is performed at noon, and thereafter the seed will mature properly.

Next follows the period of most importance to the cultivator, that in which the grain attains maturity and the cultivator's presence at the *hena* is required all day. A shed (*pita-pala*) is erected outside the fence for the purpose of cooking meals: whilst to scare the birds that flock to the *hena* from all quarters to pluck the ripening grain many cunning contrivances are set up such as *kerali-val*, *appidi-lali*, *gatalunu*\(^5\), & c., and men and boys watch in different parts of the hena. Twenty days after the seed begins to ripen it attains a golden hue, and in another fortnight is fit for reaping.

---

5 *Kerali-val, appidi-lali* are bamboo canes, fixed in the ground in such a way as to make a creaking noise when the string (*kerali-vala*) which is tied to them is pulled and suddenly let go. They are placed at different parts of the *hena*. *Gatalunu*, slings with which stones are thrown at birds, & c.
The astrologer is as before asked to fix an auspicious time for reaping and threshing.

On the set day the cultivators eat kiribat which has been cooked without being tasted, and with sickles in their hand start for the *hena*. At the prescribed time they begin to reap the paddy.

Three or four handfuls of ears of paddy together form an uppida, and ten *uppidi* a *kata-kanda*. These are carried to the threshing floor (*kamat-pola*), and stacked in cocks. Thirty *kata kandu* or two *peti* (?) make a cock (*goyan kole, goyan kolakatiya*).

If a lucky hour for threshing the paddy should occur in the course of reaping it is done there and then; otherwise not for three of four days after the reaping is over. The cultivators bathe, put on clean clothes (*piruvata*), eat *kiribat*, and go the threshing floor. Two poles are planted on eitherside of the threshing floor inclining inwards, so that their tops cross, and another pole is laid across them, its two ends resting on forks formed by the two pairs of sticks. This cross pole is intended for the men to hold on to when treading out the grain on the mat placed below it, and is called *allana-liya*. Two large mats (*magal*) are spread on the threshing floor beneath the cross pole, and on them some figures are drawn with ashes (*aluhan vadananava*). One or more of the cultivators looking in the direction fixed in the *nakata* take paddy from the cock (*petta*), and bowing to it with closed palms begin to thresh out the paddy with their feet. Whilst engaged in this occupation they very seldom speak; if forced to do so, they use a peculiar language⁶, (*goyibase*), the subtle depth of which the *yaksayo* or malignant spirits cannot fathom. As soon as one cock is threshed (*vadi pirenana*) the paddy (*bata*) is put (*rasikaranana*) into bags (*kotupani*). A cock of paddy, consisting of thirty *kota kandu* should, it is held, give five bags or more of paddy; if the out-turn is less the cultivators attribute it to a bad *nakata*, and will not thresh more until another *nakata* has been ascertained.

Threshing completed the next step is to winnow the grain. At a *nakata* a platform (*massa*) is constructed about four feet above the ground. On this one man stands whilst another hands him from below a bag, or a winnow, filled with paddy. The man above slowly pours out the paddy, so that as it falls into the mat below the wind may blow away the chaff.

⁶ Vide Ceylon As. Soc. Journ. No.26, 1883, pp82-85
Here again if the cultivators do not get more than one laha (a measure) of good paddy (asvanna) from a bag they attribute the deficiency to a luckless nakata and will not proceed with the winnowing until they have been given a fresh nakata.

The winnowed grain is stored in a shed called kalal-pala, erected for the purpose. A nakata is then found for dividing the paddy, and it is measured in the presence of their relations and neighbours at the lucky hour. The cultivators have to contribute to fill one or two bags of paddy for the gods and one large bag for the astrologer. Next the Government tithe and seed paddy (with interest if it had been borrowed) are separated from the heap. The remainder is divided amongst the cultivators, who on their part present some of their shares to their relations and friends.

On the same day on which the paddy is thus divided or on the following day a Yakdessa skilled in making offerings to the yaksayo (yakun pudanava) is brought to the hena. There the paddy put aside for the gods is husked and the rice boiled. The Kattadiya then makes a tray (tatuwa) and filling it with the boiled rice and with the vegetable curries offers it to the yaksayo with incantations. In these he implores them to be merciful, to be satisfied with the offerings, and to release the cultivators from their evil influence. The blessing of the gods being thereupon invoked the Kattadiya redeeming, as he says, the tatuwa from the devils, eats the rice and curry on it. Then all assembled partake of the rest of the food that has been cooked.

On the next day, or soon after, meals made from the new rice (alut-bat), are cooked at the houses of the cultivators and taken to the hena. There the cultivators make afeast, and then with regret quit the land, abandoning it for at least a year.

(Orientalist Vol III 1889 - 89. P. 99-103)
ART. XV. — Customs and Superstitions connected with the Cultivation of Rice in the Southern Province of Ceylon. By C. J. R. Le Mesurier, Ceylon Civil Service, M.R.A.S., F.G.S., etc.

There are few Oriental races more superstitious than the Sinhalese of Ceylon. Omens, charms, divinations, etc., are as much sought after by them as by any other Indian people, and no undertaking of any importance is commenced without a previous consultation with the Neket Kórayá, the astrologer of the village. He is supposed to be acquainted with the temper, habits and movements of the planet gods, and to be able to prescribe offerings for their propitiation; while the Kapurála or Giganarála, the minister of the gods, the Kattadiya or devil charmer, and the Yakkadura or devil dancer, are scarcely less important personages when it becomes necessary to perform the ceremonies prescribed by the astrologer.

I propose in this paper to describe a few of the customs and ceremonies connected with the cultivation of rice in the district in which I am at present stationed, merely premising that although many of them are only observed in full in the more out-of-the-way, and therefore less civilized parts, they are all very generally regarded as absolutely essential to a successful harvest.

When it is intended to commence the work of cultivation, the astrologer is consulted, and he selects a lucky moment (nekata) for the beginning of the work. He also prescribes the food to be eaten and the dress to be worn at the time, and the direction facing which the first sod is to be turned. Above all, if the cultivator wishes to obtain an abundant crop, he must be free of uncleanness of any sort. He should be

1 Mátora, Southern Province of Ceylon.
careful to turn the sod at the exact moment appointed for it, and he should, at the same time, offer up a short prayer to the Alumuwara\(^1\) or the Kataragan,
\(^2\) the God for a good yield.

When it is time to soak the seed, another lucky moment is obtained, a bow is made to the corn before it is removed to the water, and nothing unclean or impure is admitted into the cultivator's house during the process of germination. A nekata is again required at which to sow the seed, and the manner of performing this work is minutely set out by the astrologer. It often happens that the lucky moment is in advance of the time appointed by the village committee for the sowing of the tract of fields in the village, in which case the cultivator prepares a few inches of ground in a corner of his own field, and sows a few seeds in it at the right moment. At the first sowing of the year he places a flower of the areca-nut palm and a branch of bamboo or a ginger plant over this spot; and, at the sowing in the latter portion of the year, a flower of the cocoa-nut palm or of the Rat Koralheba (a species of the Achyranthes aspera), and a leaf of the Haborala (Alocasia Macrorhiza) plant, while he offers up a prayer that the blades of the rice plants may resemble the broad and green leaves of the Haborala, Bamboo, or Ginger Plant, and that the yield on each ear may be as numerous as the flowers of the cocoa-nut, areca-nut, or Koralheba.

After a tract has been sown, and the plants begin to be attacked by grubs, or are likely to suffer from drought, the cultivators get up what is called a Parapolyehūna (a cocoa-nut fight), one of the favourite games of the goddess Pattini; the scarcity of water or the grubs being ascribed to her anger, and the game being intended to appease her. Each cultivator subscribes a measure or two of unhusked rice to pay expenses, and then, with alms in the shape of fruit and flowers, they wait on the minister of the goddess, the Giganarāla or Kapurāla, and entreat his services. At the same time the spot is prepared for the game, the cocoa-nuts collected, and the opposing teams are chosen. The Kapurāla

\(^1\) The son of Siva Rama. \(^2\) The son of Siva.
or Giganarāla then proceeds to invoke the goddess, explaining, amid the beating of drums and the burning of resin, the object of the meeting, and then the game commences.

The two captains stand about thirty yards apart, and one of them throws a cocoa-nut at the other, who strikes it while in the air with another cocoa-nut held in his hand. Should the thrown cocoa-nut be broken, the sender repeats the throw, until the nut in his antagonist’s hand is broken, and then the process is reversed. The game is continued in this manner for several days, until a large number of cocoa-nuts have been broken. Each day a procession is formed and the cocoa-nuts that have been broken are carried in triumph round the fields whose crops are in danger; and every night the kernels of the cracked nuts are crushed, and the oil extracted therefrom is used to light up the play-ground. On the last night a feast is prepared, and, after the Kapurāla or Giganarāla has offered up a dish containing a small portion of each of the different curries, on an elevated platform, for the use of the gods, the assembled villagers sit round and eat the rest of the food towards the early part of the morning. This brings the ceremony to a close. Should the drought continue or the grubs remain, the evil is attributed to the devils and not to the gods, and the devil-dancers are sent for. A grand dancing (Garayakun-netúva) is begun in the evening and continued until the following morning, offerings being made in the meantime to the Garayakshayo—the house devils.¹

A platform is also put up by the side of the field, on which, at certain stages of the ceremony, one or more of the dancers perform, and on which, after certain charms are repeated, some resin is burnt.

This devil-dancing is also sometimes performed when flies attack the blossom of the rice plants, the flies being considered due to the agency of the devils or of the evil eye or of the evil month.

¹ These devils are supposed to haunt the house of the cultivator and to be always on the look-out to injure him.
In the Mátora district the plague of flies is, as a rule, met by a ceremony called the Kenkeriwa. This is performed by the Kattadiya or devil charmer, who repeats certain charms over some cocoa-nut milk or powdered resin and then scatters the milk or burns the resin at different places in the field. The field itself is marked out by a line of tender cocoa-nut leaves tied all round it. A platform is erected close by, and offerings made on it to the Mangala, Hurriyam, or Riri devils. There is another form of the ceremony, and a very effectual one it is considered to be, in which a brazen vessel, with the figure of the devil drawn on it, is carried round the field and beaten with a Ranawara (Cassia auriculata) stick.

The services of the astrologer are again sought for at the reaping of the corn. He selects the lucky moment, and at the appointed time the cultivator, with a low bow to the standing corn, and a short prayer for a good crop, commences the work; the astrologer's directions as to the quarter to be faced, the dress to be worn, and the food to be eaten having been in the meantime most strictly observed.

Another nekata is required for the threshing, and another for the measuring of the corn. On both occasions the bow and the prayer for plenty are never omitted. The bow is an acknowledgment of the great number of uses to which the corn can be applied; the Sinhalese believing that everything of great service to them is entitled to respect.

When the corn is removed from the threshing floor to the house, a nekata is obtained to place it in the garner. This is a precaution against rats and insects, while it is also believed that, if stored at the right moment, it will increase in quantity under the watchful eye of the planet gods. Often, too, a nekata is obtained for the first time the corn is taken from the granary, or when it is required for seed purposes.

1 Devils in the retinue of Vesamuri, the chief of the devils, noted for their mischievousness.

2 As, for instance, they take particular care at home not to trample on grains of boiled rice, or to leave them where they are liable to be trampled on.
Uncleanness excites the anger of the gods, and defilement of any sort is carefully avoided during the cultivation of the rice fields. A birth, a death, the eating of pork, and of certain kinds of oily fish, a woman’s courses, etc., all cause defilement, and no person who has been rendered unclean from any one of these causes is allowed, if possible, to pass through a field of standing corn or a threshing floor. Empty vessels or dried firewood, especially if carried by women, are forbidden in a rice field; in fact, anything which has a tendency to emptiness, lifelessness, or barrenness, is most studiously kept away from the crop.

The roasting or pounding of rice near a field is supposed to have an injurious effect on the quantity and quality of the crop, and, curiously enough, the stealing of unripe corn, by persons who live on the border of rice fields, is commoner in places where this belief is weak than elsewhere. It is thought that the devils, to whom an offering of roasted or fried rice-flour cakes is always made after the crop has been garnered, will be angry because the cultivator has, they will imagine, commenced to enjoy the raw rice without the usual public offering to them.

When the corn is in blossom, no grass can be cut in the field, indeed, the cutting of anything in the field is believed to have a pernicious effect on it.

No account of income and expenditure is ever kept, it being considered most unlucky to do so. The gods, it is thought, dislike it as being a check on their benevolence, and would be certain to punish such presumption.

The mystic number nine is always omitted when corn is measured. In its stead the previous number is repeated with the addition of the word “hondai” (it is good). Thus they say “eight hondai” instead of “nine,” “twenty-eight hondai” instead of “twenty-nine,” etc. It is believed that the mention of the number enrages the planet gods who are

1 There is sound practical wisdom in this. The grass at the sides of the ridges, etc., protects the blossom from the wind and from injury by the passers-by.

2 The fisher people will never count the number of fish they catch, or a large cattle proprietor the number of head he possesses.
nine in number. In some places the odd numbers are omitted, and the word "lábai" (gain) substituted.

When measuring the corn the measurer generally faces the east. He may, however, face any direction but the west, i.e. that of the setting sun.

At the threshing-floor empty vessels are always kept upside down, and the language used there is peculiar and not easily understood. All indecent words or words of evil import are carefully avoided, and the threshers behave as if they were in a temple of the gods when they put the corn into the bags.

There is a curious custom of the threshing-floor called the "Goigote"—the tying of the cultivator's knot. When a sheaf of corn has been threshed out, before it is removed the grain is heaped up and the threshers, generally six in number, sit round it, and taking a few stalks, with the ears of corn attached, jointly tie a knot and bury it in the heap. It is left there until all the sheaves have been threshed and the corn is winnowed and measured. The object of this ceremony is to prevent the devils from diminishing the quantity of corn in the heap, which it is believed they would otherwise most certainly do, if the performance were omitted.

Soon after the corn is threshed, winnowed and measured, a "merit-giving" entertainment is held. This takes place either at the cultivator's house or at the threshing-floor, before the corn is removed from the field, and generally in the early morning.

The preparations are completed on the preceding night. One among the many dishes is made of seven different kinds of vegetables, while the dessert is composed of ripe plantains and cakes made of the new rice. In some parts of the country guests are verbally invited, in others a conch is blown to assemble the friends and neighbours, and elsewhere they come without invitation after the day and hour have been publicly notified.

On this occasion the Kapurála or Giganárala erects a platform close to the field and places a dish on it containing
a small quantity of all the different kinds of food prepared as a thank-offering to the gods. The guests then sit round on mats, and rice is served out to them on pieces of plantain leaves, but they do not begin the meal until all are helped and the Kapurála or Giganárala has proposed prosperity to the cultivator, and invoked the blessing of the Kataragāma, Paṭṭinā or Alatnuvara gods conjointly with the other deitics on him. After this ceremony the corn is taken home.

Next, the cultivator pounds out a few measures of the new rice, cooks it and takes it with some highly seasoned curries to the nearest temple, to be offered to the priests, in consideration of which, a short benediction, with a promise of Nirvāna, is pronounced upon him. On his return home he takes another supply of uncooked rice to the village headman, who gives him in return for this favour, a cup of coffee and a chew of betel.

As a general rule, the Kapurála, Giganárala, Kathádiya, and Neket Kárayá are paid for their services in kind at the harvest, together with the washerman, the tomtom-beater, the blacksmith and the devil dancer. These present their "little bill" in due course, and are cheerfully and generously requited for their services at the different stages of the cultivation of the field during the preceding months.
Sowing and Reaping Ceremonies South of Batticaloa
(compared with those in Uva and Sabaragamuwa)

By
J.A. Will Perera

Sowing and reaping ceremonies in the majority of Sinhalese districts of Ceylon are fairly well known and have been written upon by various writers. It is seldom that one gets an opportunity of reading accounts of these ceremonies in the Tamil districts far removed from any railroad or omnibus route.

In the southern part of the Eastern Province on the borders of the Yala Game Sanctuary, the Hindu villagers neither sow nor reap without first propitiating the Goddess of Chastity, Paththini or Durga, - with their offerings.

When the harvest terminates, the cultivators remove the stubble and make a road that is circular from a space about ten feet in diameter. A large hole is next dug in the centre. Several stakes are then fixed round this hole. Each stake is decorated or festooned with arecanuts, sheaves of corn (paddy), coconuts, the flower spikes of the screw-pine (Pandanus Odoratissimus) and white olas. The flower spikes of the Screw-pine are considered indispensable for the ceremony, as the belief prevails that the diffusive odour of these is loved by Maha Yka. No bloody sacrifices take place. The Hindus are more merciful than the Syracusans of old (who held the cypress, maiden hair, and narcissus to Pluto as sacred). No blood of any living thing defiles the threshing floor. The Syracusans, it will be remembered, sprinkled black bulls’ blood on the ground.

Certain ceremonies are gone through, after which many bits of wood, several bunches of arecanuts, and a hen’s egg enveloped in a talipot or palmyrah leaf, and containing written .......... by the officiating priest or Kapurala the presiding goddess Paththini are deposited by the central hole. The “treasure” so buried finally covered with a big stone. This stone .... ceremony is performed with much solemnity.

The female folk who helped to reap the paddy, approach the spot carrying on their heads the sheaves of paddy. In solemn silence they walk thrice round the stone, and then lay the sheaves on it as a “first fruit offering” of the harvest to the Maha Yaka who is held in awe by these simple East Coast people. It is not known whether the Moors of Akkarai Pathu also observe this ceremony. Perhaps they do, like Moors in Tamankaduwa who observe all Sinhala rites, ceremonies, and
customs - even THOVIL (devil dancing) which I noted on my tours of Raja-Rata.

The silence is broken, joyous sounds are heard from all quarters. The women next bring in the paddy that has been reaped. With stentorian voices the women reapers lay claim to a share of the grain "by way of largesse" writes Bennett, who passed through this land southward over a century ago, and who witnessed this quaint ceremony. The share claimed by each woman was "sufficient to cover, to a certain thickness, the stone" upon which the offerings to Maha Yaka rested. The harvest is called "ARUPPU" in Tamil and "KALAM" stands for the threshing floor.

I shall here acquaint my readers with a quaint ceremony or two in Uva and Sabaragamuwa, and compare them with similar observances in the southern part of the Eastern Province. This threshing floor ceremony differs materially from that practised by the Sinhalese in the adjoining province of Uva where seven layers of offerings are placed in the hole or "arakwala" (Arak-Sanskrit: "Araksha" Protection). The stone covering is called "arak-gala" in Uva. The seven layers deposited in the "arak wala" consisted of (a) two stalks of iluk grass (Imperata arundinacea), (b) Two leaves of 'telambo' (Crinum Asiaticum), (c) A piece of Rambuk stalk (Sachcharum arundinaceum), (d) two stalks of iluk grass, (e) a piece of the creeper "Maduwela" (Ipomoea Coseura), (f) five stalks of paddy. The first fruits (paddy or rice) offered to the Diety for protecting the crops are called "AKYALA", and are offered at the Devale perahera.

In Sabragamuwa, paddy from the previous year's harvest was also deposited in the "arak wala". In Uva and Sabaragamuwa the articles buried under the "arak-gala" were offerings to propitiate the evil spirits. Flowers and betel leaves were offered to the Devas or Gods in flower-stalls called "mal-pelas" erected on the outskirts of the threshing floor. The sheafs of com are called "UPPIDA" in Sinhala, "BATHGAM" means "Rice villages". Royal store-villages were known as "GABADAGAM", villages and land belonging to Buddhist Temples are called "VIHARAGAM" while "DEWALAGAM" are lands and villages owned by Hindu Devales. A broom made of leaves, also a bundle of leaves generally of "GURULLA" are set up on a field to indicate that it had been appropriated by the party setting it up. No one, therefore had a right to enter or cultivate that field. This sign was, and is called a "BOLAATHHA".

(The Ceylon Causerie, Vol. 25 (2), July 1958)
Sir, Some historical importance is attached to the royal fields at Gampolawela, (as they are called) which anciently supplied paddy to the King’s barn. The granary was adorned with massive woodwork finely chiselled and erected on rock hewn pillars. It was built in a garden called Gangahagedara. We find Unambuve Disawa, supervising the repairs of this structure. During the King’s time, there were several officers attached to the Atuwa. Some of them were, a Maninna [paddy measurer] a Diya-balanne (water supervisor) and Atuwa-balanne (superintendent of the barn). This large receptacle of paddy was purchased at an auction sale, by the late Martin Muhandiram, a wealthy Kandyan, who got it re-erected taking care to keep to the former shape and style. It was commonly known as, Gampola Atuwa, or the “Gampola Barn,” and it is said that such an enormous quantity of paddy was required to fill it, that the Kandyans proverbially used to say when they found people given up to gastronomic pleasures, of children crying for food, “Ubata Gampola Atuwa genavath madivai,” “Even the Gampola Atuwa would fail to satisfy you”. So much for the Atuwa. The range of fields is very fertile and extensive. The last King was in the habit of maintaining 40 Buddhist priests of the two principal monasteries of Kandy. After the accession, the priests were provided for by the English Government; but this help ceased a long time ago. The ecclesiastical men then petitioned the Secretary of State, and received a favourable reply. Thereupon the Gampola fields which had become Crown property, were dedicated to the priests and the Maligawa of Kandy, empowering the Ministers to enjoy the produce.

The Udadeltota people, called Porokaragamaha were wont to supply buffaloes for the cultivation of these fields. It is curious to know that the number of cattle supplied ran as follows:–

100 Ankota Mevoo (short-horned buffaloes).
100 Aelavesso (white-headed ones).
100 Kan-kottu (short-eared ones).
100 Nangutu-kottu (short-tailed ones) and
100 Kalu Migon (dark-skinned ones).

The amuna of water-course irrigating these fields takes its rise from the
Ulapana river and is known as the Raja-ela or kings’ stream. It is great antiquarian interest. A prince called Bulata, a man of great ability, was said to have first traced out the site of the stream with a walking-stick, and the King, after inspection, highly approved of it. It is about 12 miles in length, and rises so high in some places, as 80 ft. from the level of the main river. During the native government, sticks and durable pillars were erected on the huge rock, which is on the bed, with side railings called Dandu Mana, over which the barks of Gaduma trees were closely tied, with Mana and Illuk to match. This bulwark was then covered over with earth pressed hard, which when dried and seasoned, was well calculated to resist the velocity of the current. The English Government followed this tedious process after the Kandyan fashion, but found it very expensive. In 1858, or thereabouts, Mr. Caley an Engineer, blasted the rocks and excavated them so as to form a water-course and fitted it with a sluice gate, to keep the water within a good focus. The stream is said to have been broad enough to allow of the king’s being rowed from Gampola to Ulapane in the royal boat, called Deva-Angula. The channel is worth a visit.

The following verses describe the natural landmarks and scenery of the village Gampolawela.

1. ආකාඩා මිඳි ගෙල්කුත් දැයි මෝ
2. විදුල මිඳි ගෙල්කුතු දැයි මෝ
3. ආකාඩා මිඳි ගෙල් මෝ
4. විදුල මිඳි ගෙල් මෝ

Transliteration
1. Eka Lesatama Watakara Elakut Seduna
2. Yasa Lesatama Velakut Eh Meda Seduna
3. Eka Lesatama Vela Serama Den Panuna

Translation
1. A stream was formed round in uniform beauty.
2. With a fine field in the middle to match.
3. A full view of the fields can now be taken
4. Thus Gampolawela was formed in the most of fine.
The present Gampolawela of which I have spoken, was the former Gampola Nuwara or the City of Gampola, while the present town, known as Gampola, is properly Molligodda, by which name it is still known to the Kandyans.

It appears that while the fields at Gampolawela lay fallow prior to cultivation, the peasant boys who looked after the cattle driven thither for pasturage always congregated at noon at a spot where there were many Dan (Eugenia Jambolana) trees. The rendezvous was therefore, commonly known as Dan-pola, Dan (a tree) and (pola) place, which in course of time, was changed to Gampola. This was how the name derived according to a popular etymology.*

Monthly Literary Register 3(1), June 1895. p.24 - 25
A NOTE ON PADDY CULTIVATION CUSTOMS

By

H. White

In the very interesting papers on paddy cultivation customs contributed to the Royal Asiatic Society (Ceylon Branch) by Messrs. Ievers, Lewis, and Bell, the two former writers draw our attention more particularly to the euphemistic language used at the threshing floor for the protection of the crop from Yakseyo.

Mr. Bell in the commencement of his very complete paper says: "A record of these semi-religious rites and ceremonies is important, not merely for comparison with those found cropping up under one form or another all over the world, but as tending to bring out more than aught else, the actual, if confused and undefined, religious ideas and aspirations of the unenlightened "Goyiya."

The faith of the Sinhalese is a strange mixture of demonolatry (including the worship of devils or Yaksayo and demigods or Deviyo, tempered more or less by Buddhism, but withal shewing unmistakable traces of that older "Nature worship" which preceded both, and dates from the childhood of the world.

The power of sun, moon, and stars is invoked jointly with the dreaded spirits of evil, those "unknown gods" to whose baneful influence is attributed so many changes and chances incident to daily life and the less malignant Devatavo to appease whom resort is had alike to the priest of Buddha, the kattadiya and the kapurala."

Mr. Bell goes on to say in another part of his paper describing the ceremonies of the Kalutara district:
"Every time the men stoop to remove the grain from the straw or to sweep the paddy towards the "Mutta" they bow in adoration of the corn heap in the centre." I would ask; have we not here faint but unmistakable traces of the survival of tree and plant worship? I do not find that any one who has treated of paddy cultivation customs has pointed out that coupled with propitiation of Yaksayo and adoration of Nature in general is adoration of paddy in particular, a survival-albeit a faint survival-of plant worship. Tylor, in his "Primitive Culture" Vol.1.,p: 474, thus discusses the subject: "Plants, partaking with animals the phenomena of life and death, health and sickness, not unnaturally have some kind of soul ascribed to them. In fact the notion of a vegetable soul, common to plants and to the higher organisms, possessing an animal soul in addition, was familiar to mediaeval philosophy, and is not yet forgotten by naturalists. But in the lower ranges of culture at least within one wide district of the world, the souls of plants are much more fully identified with the souls of animals. The Dyaks of Borneo not only consider men and animals to have a spirit or living principle, whose departure from the body causes sickness and eventually death, but they also give to the Rice its "Samangat paddy" or "spirit of the paddy," and they hold feasts to retain this soul securely, lest the crop should decay. The Karens (of Burmah) say that plants as well as men and animals have their "la" (kelah) and the spirit of sickly rice is here also called back like a human spirit considered to have left the body.

The formulas used for the purpose have now been written down and this is part of one. "O come rice, kelah come. Come to the field. Come to the rice. Come from the west. Come from the east. From the throat of the bird, from the maw of the ape, from the throat of the elephant. From all granaries come. O rice kelah, come to the rice." There is reason to think that the doctrine of the spirits of plants lay deep in the intellectual history of S.E.Asia, but was in great measure superseded under Buddhist influence. The Buddhist books show that in the early days of their religion it was a matter of controversy whether trees had souls, and therefore whether they might lawfully be injured. Orthodox Buddhism decided against the tree souls, and consequently against the scruple to harm them, declaring trees to have no mind or sentient principle, though admitting that
certain devas or spirits to reside in the body of trees, and speak from within them. Buddhists also relate that a heterodox sect kept up the early doctrine of the actual animal life of trees, in connection with which may be remembered Marco Polo's somewhat doubtful statement as to certain austere Indians objecting to green herbs for such a reason and some other passages from later writers. Generally speaking the subject of the spirits of plants is an obscure one whether from the lower races not having definite opinions or from our not finding it easy to trace them."

(Orientalist Vol. III, 1888-89, P.156-157)
The Terraced Hillsides of Ceylon

By

Henry W. Cave, MA., F.R.G.S., M.R.A.S.

To the visitors from the Western world few tropical scenes appear more strikingly beautiful than the terraced hillsides devoted to rice culture in the central province of Ceylon. Their interest is, however, too often limited to the picturesque qualities which they exhibit, the traveller being content to remain in ignorance of the circumstances and conditions to which this enhancement of natural beauty by the artifice of the cultivator is due; nor is he generally informed of the many remarkable features and ceremonies that belong to the culture which thus superficially attracts his notice. Yet there are so many and so interesting that it would be impossible adequately to describe them here; some few may, however, be referred to briefly in explanation of our photographs.

At Urugala, in the central province, and about thirty miles east of Kandy, the above view is presented from the main road, which traverses the steep sides of the mountains. The scene is an excellent representation of the ingenuity displayed by the Kandyan Sinhalese in the irrigation of steep mountain slopes. In the first place it must be explained that the cultivation of rice demands land that will retain water upon its surface, not only during the period of germination, but during the growth of the plant until it reaches maturity. This being so, a less intelligent race would not have conceived the possibility of extending its culture to the precipitous sides of mountains. But in the olden days there were long periods during which the inhabitants of these mountain fastnesses depended entirely upon local produce for their sustenance, and their inventive faculties were thus quickened by necessity. If they were to enjoy the fare which the low-country people with their vast stretches of swampy land could so easily obtain, they must find means of retaining the needful element upon the precipitous hillsides; to this end they scarped the hills, bringing forward the earth thus removed to the front edge of the levelled ground, and utilizing it for the formation of shallow dams. The effect of this was the construction of a series of pans, the shape of which followed the contour of the hills.

The greatest ingenuity was displayed in keeping the thousands of tiny lakelets supplied with water. By a little exploration the traveller might see that the watercourses of the mountain tops are carefully studied and every stream is deflected to serve the end of the husbandman; aqueducts of various materials, some of stone, some merely mud, and others of bamboo, convey the precious fertilizer to the various ledges. Water-courses are even constructed by tunnelling for long
distances to catch the water of streams whose natural courses would convey it in quite different directions. Many of them are considerable works of engineering, one having been carried for six miles, in the course of which it is fed by five large streams.

But the application of art to the culture of rice is not limited to the formation of the terraces and their irrigation; it extends to every process connected with the industry. The traveller sees only the picturesque fields and the quaint groups of workers as he travels by road and rail; sometimes perhaps he hears a distant chorus of song, or the sound of the tom-tom; but he knows nothing of the curious and interesting ceremonies that accompany every operation. In the first place the cultivator appeals to his gods. It is the belief of the agriculturist that the success or failure of his endeavours depends mainly on the innumerable and unseen influences of gods, demi-gods and devils, benign or evil, all of which must be invoked, conciliated or appeased, as the case requires. The most enlightened tenets of Buddhism have not banished his fear of the spirits of evil who figure so largely in the older religious systems. The belief in the necessity of an appeal to the supernatural in almost every important act of life is the heritage of vast ages of Eastern thought. Thus, in the primary operation of selecting land for tillage there is the consultation of planetary powers through the medium of the astrologer. Again, cultivation must be begun with due regard to the lucky day and hour; the astrologer claims his toil of betel in fixing the auspicious moment. Even the choice of a person who is to start the work of clearing the land is important, the task being committed to one who is considered to be favoured by the gods. With equal care must the buffaloes be introduced for the purpose of trampling the weeds and kneading the moistened soil, while for the most important act of sowing the choice of the proper hour is the object of great solicitude. In this climate, where the temperature changes little throughout the year, seed time and harvest are, by means of irrigation, very much at the will of the husbandman, who therefore fixes his seed time according to the average conditions of rainfall in his particular district. In Kandy the harvest is arranged to fall in February, while in the low-country, nearer Colombo, it is some weeks earlier, and in many districts it falls at quite different periods of the year.

The plough is a primitive implement of wood, the share of which is not much larger than a man's arm, or, as Knox says, "something like an elbow which roots up the ground as uneven as if it were done by hogs". He also states that the ploughs are made light in order that they may not be unmanageable in the mud. The Sinhalese to not turn the soil in furrows and bury the grass, which would beun
unnecessary; for the land is subsequently flooded in a manner that rots the uprooted surface vegetation. A cross-bar is attached to the end of a pole that extends from the ploughshare, and, tethered to this, the buffaloes draw the plough, the operation of which they effectively supplement by their own trampling.

The seed rice is prepared by soaking in water for about thirty-six hours, after which it is spread upon a mat and covered with the green leaves of the plantain tree. After several days it begins to germinate and is then ready for sowing. Meanwhile the cultivator levels the ground, which is still flooded and so remains while the seed is germinating. The seed being now ready, the water is drained off, and diminutive channels or furrows are found on the surface which carry away any rain that may fall; for water would now be injurious until the corn has attained the height of about three inches. The rice seed is now strewn upon the mud with great evenness. After a few days, during which the land is kept as free as possible from surface water, the openings that have been made through the dams to drain off the water are stopped, the land is again flooded and so remains until the corn ripens and the time of harvest is near.

The young plants are said to be saved from the ravages of insects by means of charms and the recital of various incantations. The charms include the scattering of sand or ashes around the borders, accompanied by fasting and strict seclusion from society on the part of the performer of the rites; instances of the benign influence of the Lord Buddha in freeing the corn from pests are solemnly recited and the same influence invoked. Other gods and goddesses are appealed to for securing the departure of various grubs and flies, and in every case a strange ceremony is performed.

It would almost seem that charms are introduced chiefly to meet emergencies in which practical methods are of no avail; but when the Kandyan has to deal with the depredations of birds and the larger animals we find that he is not above supplementing supernatural agency by human means. A crop-watcher's hut is built of bamboos and roofed with plaited coconut fronds; and from this lines of cord, made from coconut fibre, extend in all directions, communicating with ingeniously-constructed rattles of an alarmingly discordant nature. Thus the inhabitants of the hut are enabled effectively to scare both animals and birds who would otherwise rob them of the fruits of their labour. But they do not depend solely upon these devices; this little hut is the temporary home of many persons who reside in it night and day during the ripening period, and each occupant is armed with a bow and stones. The bow is of the ordinary kind used with arrows, but with a second
string which enables it to hurl stones; for the enemies of the rice cultivator are not limited to the smaller creatures, but include all manner of wild animals, whose depredations need the most constant vigilance.

At harvest time the reaping is carried on in the old English manner with the sickle, in the use of which the Sinhalese are adept. The greatest harmony prevails throughout the division or parish, all the cultivators joining together in the reaping of one another’s corn. There is no question of pay, but every man finds the rest in food during the reaping of his own field.

Indeed this pursuit of rice culture is to them an honourable and even sacred duty, and is engaged in quite irrespective of economic considerations; for if wealth were the only object, the Kandyan would now find it more profitable to import his rice and direct his attention to other articles that would bring him a better return. But it is not wealth that he seeks; he works not for mere wages, but in obedience to ancient customs. It is this attitude that accounts for the introduction of an elaborate ceremonial into his favourite pursuit. We shall now see in his harvest operations how true this is, and the reader may behold in our illustrations realistic scenes that will confirm our assertions.

The priests, astrologers, doctors and devil-dancers are now agreed as to the auspicious moment for putting in the sickle; the band of tom-tom players assembles; spectators also arrive upon the scene; every one wears a look of gladness. The introductory symphony is played by the drums of strange make and tuned to intervals unfamiliar to Western ears, and song bursts forth from the reapers as they spring forward from the shallow embankments with their keen sickles to fell the standing corn. Our illustration faithfully portrays the scene.

The on-lookers are in the foreground, and the tom-tom players upon the bund are stimulating the reapers with the wierd music of their drums. The vivacity of the scene is striking; it is natural introduction of native sentiment into the operations of agriculture.

The work of carrying the sheaves of the threshing floor is allotted to the women. The threshing floor is in the open field upon high ground in the most convenient place that can be found near the irrigated land. It is usually circular in shape and from twenty-five to forty feet in diameter. The ceremony that here takes place is exceedingly picturesque. The details only varying in different districts. In the middle several concentric circles are traced with ashes, the outer one being
bordered by various ornamental signs. The circles are bisected by straight lines; in the divisions or segments thus formed various representations are drawn. Sometimes these are a considerable number and include several agricultural implements, a broom, Buddha's foot, a scraper, a flail and a measure; but in the ceremony which I witnessed and illustrate the segments only of the inner circle were used, and in these were drawn a pitchfork, a scraper and a measure; near these were placed a stone and a conch shell, the latter filled with various ingredients which remind one of the constituents of the pot of the beldames in Macbeth. The preliminaries being now completed, and the lucky moment ascertained, that husbandman whom the gods have most consistently favoured with good fortune is chosen, to cast down the first sheaf. With this upon his head he walks with grave and solemn step thrice around the traced figure, bowing towards the conch as he reaches each point from which the bisecting lines are drawn; then, being careful to face the direction fixed by the astrologer, he casts down the sheaf upon the conch and prostrates himself as illustrated by our plate; with joined palms he profoundly salutes it three times, rising to his knees after each salutation. He then retires and three women approach the conch; after walking thrice around it in solemn and silent procession they cast down their sheaves upon that already placed there and retire. The rest of the corn is brought in and cast upon the threshing floor without further ceremony. The fee due to the women for their share of the ceremony is as much rice as would lie upon the stone which formed part of the articles deposited under the first sheaf.

At eventide, the auspicious moment being first ascertained, teams of buffaloes as innocent of the muzzle as though they were subject to the Mosaic law, are brought to the threshing floor and driven over the rice, always to the accompaniment of song. In districts where rainfalls is frequent threshing takes place on the eve of the day of reaping, and while in such fresh condition the ears need a very considerable amount of trampling, during the course of which no reverence that can be shown towards the mutta or charmed conch is neglected; with solemn homage the men bow as from time to time they sweep the half-fresh ears from the edges towards the centre of the floor. Sometimes one of them will take up the wooden prong with which the straw is pushed back from the outer edges, and, placing it upon his shoulder, march round the threshing floor singing a song invoking immunity from the influences of evil spirits.

At length the rice is found to have been trodden from the ears, and the buffaloes are released and driven off to their more congenial occupation of wallowing in the swamps until again required. The straw is removed and the rice fanned free of any rubbish that may have accumulated amongst it. Next it is heaped
in the middle of the threshing floor and a charm is placed upon it. A lucky hour is next ascertained for the process of winnowing, when it is pounded by the women as illustrated in our plate and tossed and fanned upon the winnowing trays. It is then stored in granaries.

This short sketch of the ceremonies attendant on the cultivation of rice must not be regarded as a complete account; for the customs are infinite in variety, and if fully described, would occupy a large volume.

(Times of Ceylon, 1910 - CHRISTMAS NUMBER)
Designs of Paddy Field Irrigation Channels
By
J.P. LEWIS, C.M.G., C.C.S (Retired)


"De minimis non curat lex", but the maxim does not hold good with regard to the study of a people or a civilization.

I wonder weather it has been generally noticed that in the paddy fields of the Sinhalese, both Kandyan and Low-country, the channels (diya maru) are constructed on regular patterns of which there are a considerable variety, and not without an eye to artistic effect.

I annex a series of designs which I have noted, chiefly Kandyan, but I think that they prevail more or less all over the country where the Sinhalese are. I regret that I have not noticed what the Tamil practice is in this respect.

It would be interesting to learn what the custom is in other rice-growing countries, India, Java, Burma, Siam, China, etc. and in Europe, Italy.

The boundary lines in the sketches (vide p.101) represent dams (niyarawal), the interior lines channels.
NOTES AND QUERIES

PADDY FIELD CHANNELS.

1. The Umbrella perhaps the commonest type of any

2. The Arrow

3. The Rising Sun

4. The Fan

5. The Gorget

6. The Tunnel

7. The Perspective

8. The Cigar Case

9. Futurist?

10. The Cigarette Case

11. The Crook (*hendawa*)

12. The Envelope

13. The East Indiaman

14. The Cocade

15. The Bose

16. The Tree

(C.A.L.R. 6 (2) April 1902. P 101-102)
Paddy Cultivation Ceremonies in the Central Province

By
the late Mr. J.P. Lewis, C.M.G.,

The following is a note I made at Nugawela, on 12th Feb., 1907, of information given me by the then Ratemahatmaya of Harispattu, and subsequently at other centres by other Ratemahatmayas.

Reaping. This is carried out in the early morning as far as possible, before the sun is very hot. It is done with the sickle. The men who do the work are accompanied by others (not necessarily of tom-tom beater caste) who beat a peculiar kind of tom-tom made of earthenware, which is known as a bummediya, and is only used on the occasion of reaping the crops or when the stick-dance is performed. The top of this tom-tom is closed with the skin of a talagoya. The reapers keep up a succession of joyous shouts or sing songs to the tom-tom accompaniment. The idea is that they are expressing their joy at at last obtaining the reward of their eight months' labours.

The Threshing Floor. Seven concentric circles are drawn on the threshing floor with ordinary ashes. In the centre are deposited three articles, viz arukgala-a stone to ward off the demon Bahirawaya, arukpola-a coconut, and aruklella-a shell of chank shape. Figures of various agricultural implements an ukunu gaha or stick used on the threshing floor, a sickle, a goyilella (a T-shaped stick or rake), a kohomba poruwa, a laha measure, etc., and of the sun and moon, are drawn between the circles.

There is no stake in the centre, as in Low-country threshing floors.

In Uda Dumbara the seven concentric circles are also used, also the arukgala, aruklolla, arukpola and kohomba poruwa. Sometimes tolabawa leaves are used to mark the inner circle, but this is not done frequently.

In Uda Bulatgama seven circles are used when the operations are extensive; three when they are on a smaller scale.

In Uda Palata three circles are now generally used instead of seven. They are less trouble. This probably means the gradual dying out of these ceremonies.

The paddy is carried to the threshing floor by women, but the first sheaf must be carried by a man. He walks three times round the circle - sometimes seven times-
and then deposits the sheaf in the centre over the *arukgala, arukpola and aruklella*,
and having done so bows to it. Then three women in line encircle it three times and
deposit their sheaves—after that the rest of the women promiscuously.

**Threshing.** This takes place at night generally on moonlight nights. This
is because the buffaloes cannot work on a threshing floor during the heat of the day.
They can work in the paddy fields because there is water all about, and they can be
splashed with it occasionally. (At least this was the explanation given me.) They
are yoked together in gangs of from three to six, with the oldest and best trained
buffalo on the inner side, and they go round and round in gangs, the man or boys who
drive them singing snatches of songs in the peculiar loud voice that is used when
buffaloes are being driven. The whole guidance of the team depends on the
innermost buffalo.

No attempt is made to prevent the buffaloes from helping themselves to the
paddy stalks they are treading, and this they do from time to time. The cultivators
have an idea that they lose nothing by this liberality; that what the buffaloes eat is
no loss to them. A similar belief prevails as to the depredations of sparrows in the
paddy when it is stored in the *atuwa*. As the threshing goes on men toss the paddy
stalk about with a stick having a crook at the end of it. This stick is called *ukunu gaha*.

Any stalks that fall outside the circle or get trodden outside it are arranged
in a ring round it, leaving a space between the outer circle and the ring.

*(Spolia Zeylanica 9 (4) April 1924 P 243-245)*
Certain protective offerings were found buried in the threshing-floor of a paddy field in the village of Dehiwinna, Yatipalata division, Uva, a week or two after the *yala* threshing and winnowing had taken place. The stone or arak-gala covering the offerings was found concealed beneath some straw.

From below upwards, i.e., in the order in which they were placed in the whole or arak wala, the following were noted:-

1. Two stalks of *iluk* grass (*Imperata arundinacea*).
2. Two leaves of *tolambo* (*Crinum asiaticum*).
3. Seven *bo* leaves (*Ficus religiosa*).
4. A piece of *rambuk* stalk (*Saccharum arundinaceum*).
5. Two stalks of *iluk* grass.
6. A piece of the creeper *maduwela* (*Ipomaea obscura*).
7. Five stalks of paddy with the ears.

The *iluk*, *maduwela*, and paddy were tied into rough rings about 10 cm. in diameter. Resting on the offerings and half projecting from the ground was the arak-gala, a roughly ellipsoidal stone of quartz rock measuring about 18, 12, and 10 cm. along its axes, obviously shaped by natural agencies and probably obtained from the nearest stream.

It is interesting to compare this list of offerings with those that should, at least theoretically, be placed in the threshing-floor according to the threshing-floor song translated by Dr. Coomaraswamy in his paper on "Paddy Cultivation Ceremonies in the Ratnapura District".

Here seven *pilila* (i.e., the parasitic plants) from different sorts of trees or plants are recommended. It was suggested to me that one at least of the iluk offerings was intended to be *iluk pilila*, a plant which is said to be exceedingly rare, and would appear to share the sanctity attached to parasitic plants in most primitive religions. The parasitic plants of the genus *Loanthus* are known as *pilila*, but as these plants

---

1. The second paddy harvest of the year, or autumn crop.
are shrub-like and have woody stems, the *iluk pilila*, supposing it actually exists, can hardly belong to this genus. Assuming that the *iluk* represents its *pilila*, the reasons for the use of the other ingredients of the offering are fairly obvious.

The blossoms of the *tolambo* have a sweet smell; the *bo* leaves have evident religious value, and it is interesting to note that seven leaves were used, that ever-recurring number in Oriental mysticism.

The piece of *rambuk* stalk may have been placed as a substitute for sugar-cane, and *maduwela* is used in Sinhalese medicine. The paddy ears are the first that are gathered in the field after the threshing-floor has been reaped and the sheaves piled on the sides of the floor. It thus constitutes a sort of first fruit. It is, however, the paddy cut from the threshing-floor\(^3\) which is the first to be threshed.

Certain objects are placed on the floor, but not in it at the time of threshing, viz., a shell, presumably the *arak-bella* mentioned by Dr. Coomaraswamy, a piece of gold, iron, or other metal, and a piece of *kohomba* wood (*Azadirachta indica*). Also, if it can be obtained, the *gorochanna*, or hair ball (=the gore of Dr. Coomaraswamy) of a buffalo. According to the Ratnapura threshing-floor song seven *gorochannas* should be used.

These objects are kept in the paddy while it is being trodden and removed when the threshing is finished. They therefore seem to be simply talismans, while the leaves, &c., from the fact that they are buried and allowed to remain in the ground, would rather lead one to consider them as propitiatory offerings to evil spirits.

The word *arak*, or in its Sanskrit form *araksha*, means preservation or protection.

A distinct set of offerings is made to the gods (*dewas*). These, consisting of betel leaves and various flowers, are placed in a *malpela* or rude shrine erected on the margin of the floor, and usually made of cadjan, but in this case of *rambuk*, on account of the scarcity of coconut trees in the neighbourhood.


\(^3\) It is to be noted, according to the Ratnapura threshing-floor song, that, in addition to the paddy *pilila*, paddy from the last year's crop should be placed in the hole.